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After St. Louis University first hedged and then permitted a talk by a French
Communist, a renown Marxist philosopher, they turned down student requests
to hear Bishop Pike and Stokely Carmichael. The pros and cons heatedly debated
by faculty and students explored many issues except the only real one — after
St. Louis University permitted the French Marxist to talk (only to subscribers of
their “Great Issues Series”), they lost $40,000 in contributions. Pike and Carmi-
chael might have meant additional losses.

The life expectancy of American Indians is about 63 years compared to a national

average of over 70 years. The unemployment rate among reservation Indians is

estimated at 46 per cent. Some 90 per cent of Indian housing in 1967 is sub-

standard. Only two-thirds of Indian children were in school in 1967. In 1966,
infant deaths were 38.5 per thousand compared to the U. S. average of 24.8.

While the findings of a 1966 White House task force on Indian problems were
never made public by the White House, the Indian Resources Development Act
of 1967 did not recommend any new programs in education, health, or welfare.

“I think that schools should arrange premises for pupils who need sexual love

during school hours,” proposes Tore Robertson (24), a Swedish teacher. The
Swedish Pupils Central Organization rejected the suggestion.

Virginia Kay, Chicago Daily News columnist, reported that all action came to a
stop in the Illinois House during the session earlier this year when Rep. Hehry
Lenard (D. Chicago) — discussing a proposal to make Columbus Day a legal
holiday — proclaimed: “We should commemorate the day when Columbus
came over on the Mayflower — or whatever the hell he came over on.”

While St Louis’ Model City Agency was barely saved from closing its door this

summer by a $7,000 grant from the Catherine Manley Gaylord Foundation, the

business community is making slow but steady progress in its $4,000,000
campaign to reconstruct the Pavilion, Spain’s e^^bit at the New York World
Fair and given “free-of-charge” to St. Louis.

Among the books promoted by the Birch Society is “Proofs of a Conspiracy” by
John Robinson - it was published in 1798!

In 1960 an America Military Research Team fed all the facts of World War I into

the computers they use to plan World War III. They reached the conclusion that

the 1914-1918 war was impossible and couldn’t have happened. There could not
have been so many blunders nor so many casualties.

From the program of the musical “Oh What A Lovely War”

Master keys for cars can be ordered by mail. The Better Business Bureau of
Chicago reports that one firm advertises, “There is no easier, faster or more
economical way to open locked cars.” The firm advertises a master key which
“will open doors and ignition of all cars and trucks built from 1955-1967.”

It is common knowledge that the new “Mid-Missouri Chapter” of the American
Civil Liberties Union headquartered at Columbia, Missouri, earlier rejected the

name “Columbia Chapter” out of fear that faculty members would have diffi-

culties with the University of Missouri.

A four-man delegation from Rev. Carl Mclntire’s rightist American Council of
Christian Churches visited Vietnam and U. S. Commanding General Westmoreland,

They were relieved to see two Bibles on his desk.

Bridgeton (Mo.) Police Chief Roy Beck defended the action of his policemen who
asked a Negro to leave a tavern where he had been refused service because of his

race. “No state law governs this,” Beck said. The Missouri Public Service Accomo
dations law has been in effect for almost two years.
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The Study on
"'The Triple Revolution"

F/M: Your winner, R. L. Cunningham

makes some cunning points but overlooks

the main problem which Mr. William A.

Martin points out so well The country,

even without a Viet Nam war, is prosperous

and has little unemployment of able

workers as Mr. Martin points out Our
real poverty problems are really insurance

problems. Medicare was a great step forward.

It takes care of the unfortunate family who
happens to have a severe and expensive ill-

ness of an older member, and everyone

paying Social Security taxes helps pay for it

We must do the same thing with the rest of

our poverty problems.

We have many old people with no in-

come, no pension or only $32.50 a month
Social Security who are too proud to apply

for welfare or state old age pensions based

on means tests. So they depend on their

children or other relatives. Some people are

lucky not to have elderly dependent parents,

or are lucky enough to have elderly parents

who bought the right stock at the right

time or worked for the right company or

union to get a good private pension. Others

are no so lucky. Let us equitable share the

risk, pay adequate old age pensions to all,

and tax the income of all to pay for it. If

we paid adequate old age pensions to all, the

elderly and disabled colored or white citi-

zens, and some type of educational and

children’s allowance to those under 22

years of age, we would solve most of our

poverty problems. The rest of the civilized

world has done it - why can’t we.

William S. Harms

Sl Louis, Missouri

F/M: Once again compliments to you and

the Teamsters for your foresight in sponsor-

ing this contest At the moment Viet Nam
is blighting our view of the main issues

raised by TR, and blighting many other

things too. When we emerge from our cur-

rent idiocies, however, your good sense in

putting on this competition will be fully

displayed.

W. H. Ferry

Center for the Study of Democratic

Institutions, Santa Barbara, Calif.

F/M: This last issue, “Revolution in Amer-

ica,” is the most interesting, worthwhile,

and challenging magazine I have ever read.

May I say that I differ with the judges on

the First Award; It is too dialectic, Le., too

much “art of disputation.” The dialecticians

often succumb to the use of “loaded” exam-

ples; as for instance this: “Once we become

aware that perhaps 10 per cent of the popu-

lation will shortly (?) be able to produce all

the goods and services needed by the nation,

shall we continue to regard the other 90 per

cent in the same light in which we viewed

yesterday’s 4 or 5 per cent unemployed?
The question answers itself.” (not at all).

So far, the rates of population and GNP in-

crease are too close together to justify that

statement He isn’t the only dialectician I’ve

known who ignores the time element when
predicting a distant future. Remember the

Technocracy excitement of only 30 years

ago? I felt like quibbling with Dr. Cunning-

ham on about 15 other points. Nevertheless,

I enjoyed his analysis so much that 1 granted
him the First Award. It was not until after

reading all the others that I changed my
mind. Fiona St. John’s essay is heartbreak-
ing. It reminds me of a child who beseeches
a parent’s favor after suffering a beating. My
choice for the First Award would have been
Herbert C. Kelman. I must admit, however,
that I am biased in favor of students. They
fear and hate the “commercial” psycholo-
gists for their tests and questionnaires, and
would applaud Dr. Kelman for what he has
to say about such “dehumanizing forces.”

Alida H. Childers

Weatherford, Oklahoma

Fall and Muste

F/M: Your article by Professor Irving Louis
Horowitz, “Two Martyrs: Fall and Muste,”
was the best I have ever read in your fine

publication. The former liberal approach
to political problems seemed to be a grad-
ualist approach. The liberal temper was
a step-at-a-time, and Tennyson described
its ideal well enough as freedom slowly

broadening down from precedent to prece-

dent. But the new Liberal (with a capital

“L”) is in a hurry; and being in a hurry he

finds himself sometimes hankering for the

moral and technological shortcuts which the

dictators and some right-of-centcr leaders

apply as a matter of course. There are those

Liberals today who contend that the end
justifies the means, that you cannot make
omelettes without breaking eggs. Fall and
Muste were not those kind of men. They
were realists. Never afraid to use the future

as history, they were never without hope.
That in itself was a lesson to learn from both
men: we can all hope. We Must Congratu-

lations on the publication of Professor

Horowitz’ brilliant essay.

Clifford Librach, student

Clayton (Mo.) High School

Should Charities Be Abolished?

F/M: Charities and philanthropies should be

abolished (as Professor Hans S. Falck said in

Vol-5, No. 36), if they mean simply the

giving by the well-off (“good”) man to the

poor (“bad”) man; they should be abolished

if they mean a capricious approach to the

social problem as a substitute for imagina-

tive social policy and planning. But charities

have been around about as long as society

has, and the chances of their abolition

are slim.

It is not only a question of changing

society and integrating the “right to social

services” into law. This has already hap-

pened in the United States more than

Professor Falck has suggested, albeit by the

pragmatic route. As long as human nature

continues about the same, both the giver

and the receiver will keep up a lively

commerce in charity in some form. There

is no reason why it has to be a substitute

for governmental commitment to the service

of human need.

Social services by government is obvious-

ly not a new idea. The Greeks and the

Romans, in their way, served the needy in

supplement of private charity. Hobbes and

Adam Smith and Marx and F.D.R. variously

held government responsible for caring for

human need.

Need should define the general nature of

service, but human needs are complex, and

there is no one-shot, sure-fire solution “by

definition” or by the best laid plans.

Professor Falck notes the qualities of

adjustment and flexibility native to our

pragmatic tradition. He thinks that right

guaranteed by law, is born of principle

(“some overriding principle'*) and nurtured

by planning. Professor Hitchcock’s percep-

tion (“The Liberal Position,” No.34) that

the radical is a man who secs himself as

without sin may also comprehend the

“planner,” especially if he has no sense of

history or humor. It is the tendency of the

planner, who leans very heavily on principle,

to play God to history and to other people.

Both the radical and the planner (of what-

ever political spatialization) tend easily to

become preoccupied with the program and

the plan, and woe be unto the stubborn,

the stupid, and the pragmatist who blunder

into their paths!

The history of private charity does not

present a picture totally void of planning;

nor does it suggest a characteristic pattern

of being “arbitrarily withdrawn.” It nas

maintained a fair consistency of perform-

ance, whatever its other weaknesses, for

example, contributions reported on feder-

al income taxes for 1923, 1924, 1927, 1928

and 1929 ran always over half a billion

dollars. In the period between 1922 and

1934, the largest percentage given to ta.x-

exempt organizations was in 1932, one of

the bad depression years. It was 2.61 per

cent of net income not much in terms

of meeting the total service needs of the

nation, but nevertheless a fairly steady

figure throughout the period.

Support tor private charities has
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increased in recent years. Last year Ameri-

cans contributed $13.6 billion to philan-

thropic causes. Private charity has the value

of preventing a rigid standardization and a

concentration of power in an important

area of society. Dispersal and diversity may

be inefficient in many ways, but there are

other values besides efficiency and* commit-

ment to principle. If by a “mature society

we intend to assume our continued demo-

cratic society, diversity of effort is nec-

essary. If “charities” are to be assigned to

the tasks of lobbying, research, and experi-

ment, who will do the assigning? Further-

more, confinement to these areas alone will

mean the use of a new set of terms.

Limited to these functions, “charity” will

not be charity.

In the widest sense “charity” refers to

“all the good affections” men bear toward

each other in varying degrees. Used in this

way the word covers what goes by the

designation of benevolence, philanthropy,

and good wilL In its narrowest usage,

“charity” means a hand-out to the poor and

needy. But these two usages do not cover

exactly the sense in which the term is used

in courts. Legal usage, as many cases Nvill

show, covers the general improvement of

the life and happiness of ^
In anv case, charities wiU not be abohshed,

if for no other reason than the one noted by

C S Loch “If the world were so poor that

no one would make a gift, or so wealfty

that no one needed it, ch^ty - the

charity of life and deeds - would remain.

D. B, Robertson

Associate Professor ofEthics

Syracuse University

PROF. FALCK REPLIES:

Professor D. B. Robertson’s comments

reveal assumptions that in turn suggest a

view of the social welfare scene in America

that has dogged it for centuries. Of course,

there will “always” be private charity. I said

nothing to doubt that* My point was that

charity is a scandalous substitute for a fun-

damental obligation that cannot be met by

the “steady figures” of pre-depression char-

ity of which Professor Robertson speaks.

The “dispersal of effort” theory which Rob-

ertson mentions, curiously enough appears

mostly when it comes to welfare, education,

and medical care. When the wealthy find it

convenient they do not call for “dispersal.

When it is not, the notion of dispersal is in-

voked, upon the dubious premise that it

keeps us from the evils of over-concentrated

power. But it is really too late for all those

words. What is needed — even as America

pointed out in an editorial on the same arti-

cle, although suggesting that the government

is far from perfect - is an effort of such

enormous magnitude that private charity

will look like a piker. That means a re-think-

ing of the fundamental values that have

dominated us for centuries.

Ouch!

F/M: Your magazine is to be congratulated

for its continuing exposure of anti-commu-

nistic elements in our society. FOCUS/Mzef-

west exposes these elements for what they

are: shameless remnants of capitalistic im-

perialism whose only enemy are the peace-

loving communist/socialist peoples of the

world. Not long ago for example, a New
York radio commentator had the effrontery

to proclaim that there were perhaps some
subversive elements behind some of the

riots in our cities this summer. This despite

the fact that the “Rap” Browns and
Stokely Carmichaels are merely peace-loving

advocates of a “new order.” In short, they

are America’s best friends. VQCUS!Midwest
is especially to be commended for pointing

out the fact that these right wing, anti-

communist reactionaries are all fanatics.

They are in other words, “brainwashed”

with the fantastic notion that communism
is inherently evil and is to be combatted.

Typical capitalistic reactionary imperialistic

propaganda. Once again, congratulations.

Donald F. Hines

St. Louis, Missouri

Once every seven years . . .

the Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature considers new magazines for inclusion. Indexing

FOCUS/Midwest in the Guide would be a great service to our readers, particularly libraries

schools, and students. Additions to the Guide are made on the basis of a poll conducted by
the Guide among its subscribers. We ask our readers to bring FOCUS/Midwest to the attention

of public, school, and company librarians. Following are some of many endorsements the

Guide has received to index FOCUS/Midwest. Can you induce your favorite librarian or any
other Guide subscriber you know to request listing in the Guide for FOCUS/Midwest?

F/M: . . . Our readers . . . find FOCUS/
Midwest a very useful publication. With
our new Junior College going into operation
this summer and the requests by our high
school students, it is being read more and
more each day. Midwest serves us
greatly.

Mrs. Billie Scoville

Poplar Bluff PubUc Library

F/M: . . . invaluable for information on the
social, political, and economic aspects of
^s area. It is not so regional, however, that
it would be useless for other parts of the
country.

Mrs. Jewell Smith
Ozark Pioneer Library (Springfield)

F/M: . . . The information contained in the
magazine seems to cover subjects of current
enough and sufficiently broad enough scope.

Joan E. Mallett, Librarian
Dept, of the Air Force
USAFE Base Command, New York

F/M: . . , FOCUS/Mrfwcrf was the one
library source we found which could supply
us with information on the current state
political scene. The spring issue of the maga-
zine published a list of Missouri and IlUnois
Senators and Representatives and how they
voted in key issues. This was exactly the
data several Social Studies classes needed to
carry out a research assignment. Such infor-
mation, important primarily at a local level,
cannot be found in nation-wide publications.

Mrs. L. L. MoeUer
East Ladue Jr. High School Library

F/M. . . . We find this a very valuable
magazine ....

Librarian

Stein Roe and Farnham Company
Chicago

F/M: ... It contains vital current informa-
tion on midwestern political and social con-

cerns found in no other source ....

Elaine Harvey

Webster College Library

F/M: . . . Our students find it highly infor-

mative on so many of the topics that they

use for library papers ....
Gus E. Leimkuhler, Jr.

N. Kansas City High School Library

F/M: . . . The Library has subscribed to this

publication for some time and we have

found it to be extremely useful to our pa-

trons. Although it does have some emphasis

on subjects of importance to libraries in the

midwestern states, it also contains articles

which would be helpful to libraries in other

parts of the country ....

Margaret Casey

Washifigton County Library

F/M: . . . FOODS!Midwest ... is more than

just another innocuous news publication. It

is a midwest journal that challenges compla-

cency in its own countryside. The articles

are written by competent midwestem writ-

ers, and its editorial policy is sound though

emphatic in expressing unexpected ideas.

Such a journal is needed as a foil to any

inclination to chauvinism ....

Mrs. Florence F. Johnson

University of Kansas Library

F/M: ... We enjoy FOODS!Midwest.

Ina M. Kuzel

Moline Public Library

F/M: We find the magazine F(yCDS!Midwest

a very interesting magazine. It is frequently

used by students for articles of current

interest ....
Mrs. Olive McDonald

East Alton Public Library
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' No Transfer, Please!

I
Empiie-building is a natural by-product of public

!
agencies, but when it threatens to usurp a well-run

program from another department with the likelihood
^ of diminishing its effectiveness, more than inter-

I department bickering is involvecL

;

Federal air pollution control has been handled by
the Health, Education and Welfare Department as
well as can be expected. Not only have they had to

1 face the hostility of heavy industry, but for years they
had to contend with the U. S. Department of Interior
which would like to administer the program.

‘ The Interior’s sorry record in the oU-shale contro-

versy makes us fervently wish that Congress keep air

pollution control where it is now.
Recently, the Department of Interior has taken

another poorly camouflaged step in taking over this
program. They have appointed Jack Bregman, former
chairman of the Illinois Air Pollution Board as an

^

expert in water pollution research. Dr. Bregman’s

^

record with the Board (see “Industry Dominates

I
j

Illinois Ail PoUution Board,” VoL 5, No. 35) have not
filled us with much enthusiasm in his devotion to pure

^

air. Unlike Missouri, which has an excellent Air

I

Conservation Commission, Illinois is in a mess. Now
the person chiefly responsible for this record has been

,

hired by a federal agency and might hope ultimately

j

to be placed in charge of the federal air pollution
1 ( effort

j

! As we go to press, another move in the Interior’s

I
j

long-range plan has surfaced. In an unexpected deveF

j

:

I

opment, the Senate Committee on Government Oper-
ations disclosed that its Subcommittee on Executive
Reorganization would hold hearings (October 17-19)

j

on Senator Frank E. Moss’ (D. Utah) Senate Bill 886
I which would convert the Department of Interior into

the Department of Natural Resources. It would
transfer to the new department many government
functions related to conservation, including the air

j

poUution and solid waste control programs now under

_ j

the Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
The subcommittee is headed by Senator Abraham A.

•

I

Ribicoff (D. Conn.), a former HEW secretary.

i Once before the Interior managed to take over a
HEW program. President Johnson in 1966 submitted

I

to Congress the transfer of the f ederal Water PoUution

j
,

' Control Administration from HEW to Interior. It be-
. I came effective that same year. Already then conserva*

!
I

tion groups objected to the change because Interior in-

I

eluded several bureaus regulating interests (such as

j
I

mines, gas, and oil) that consistently contributed to

!

I

water pollution. Also, the transfer caused a loss of

!
j

anti-poUution experts who had decided not to transfer

"

l

Interior. (The same would happen again if the air

j

program would be transfered.) The Administration
overrode these arguments because the Interior was the

^ logical place for the WPCA, since the Department

J

:
already handled many federal water control programs.

I

;
Until the Department of Interior changes its policy

I

on oil shale and seeks out air pollution experts as

I

i

much interested in pure air as in industrial profits,

[ I
we prefer HEW.

j

Mike Royko — Who Needs Him?

i
:

Now and then comes along an old-fashioned

columnist (today’s only form of unfettered joumal-

Page Six

t

i

t

EDITORIALS

ism) who intuitively knows that this world stinks.

So he sticks out his nose blindly and follows the

foulest scent and - this tops everything - dares write

about the garbage heaps he finds.

His publisher-employer is at a loss what to do with

his little frankenstein. In desperation - they cannot

fire him as much as they and City Hall would like to

- they give him awards and wallow a bit in the glory

of Their Symbol of Free Journalism.

But awards or not, nothing can encourage this

outsider to find his way back to the M^stre^ of

American Journalism. Lost in the bleak worlds of

pimps, gangsters, shysters, and SoUd Businessmen, he

Siores the Beauties of Life and the Pleasures of

"^O^e^TsTh misfits is Mike Royko. columnist of

...0 hin.. Who wo„«

VOCUS!Midwest?

The Independent

Junior Senator from Illinois

hhuincT the U.S.-Soviet Consular treaty, the

uJaly^on peaiieful uses of StS"to

Ltricts of no more than

Our tabulation was most lUuminatmg.

SENATOR liberal conservative
VOTES

Percy (R. UL)
^

Long (D. Mo.) 5
^

Symington (D. Mo.) 5

Dirksen (R. IB-) 2

The most disappointing vote - where eve^ the

Junior Senator from Illinois struck out

rejection by the four of Sen. Edwwd V

amendment permitting a population variation y

ten per cent rather than the bill’s 35 per
["“"f

1968 and 1970 elections. On the vote for p 8

the bill, all but Dirksen changed and support^

bilL Also disappointing was Senator Symmgton s vo

against prohibiting joint ventures by Senators

lobbyists and prohibiting Senators accepting gifts “0

lobbyists in excess of $100; and Senator Long s oppo-

sition to requiring Senators to file annual inanci

statements (supported by Symington).

Since our comment late in 1966 on senator!

voting habits, it appears that Symington has moved

closer to Long’s more liberal position. But the most

engrossing development has been Percy s voting be

havior. He follows a policy obviously independent of

Illinois’ Senior Senator. Except for the one vote cited,

his record — in Congress at least — could not have

been bested by former Senator Paul Douglas.

There are some excellent programs in the

performing arts for disadvantaged youths.

We want to know more about these activities.

See editorial page nine for details.

!
!
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---j Another Loyalty Oath Felled

I

j

“Social pres&ure against the dissenter is great; this is

one reason why it is important to dissent openly, lest

we find ourselves passively accepting any and all

government dictates.”

I
Dr. Gerald A. Ehrenreich not only dissented

: openly but he made the freedom to dissent a bit more

secure by refusing to sign a Kansas loyalty oath for

1 public officials and employees and then instituted a

suit - joined by twelve other teachers from state

universities at Lawrence, Manhattan, and Wichita —

to declare the 1949 Kansas statute unconstitutional

because it falls short of due process requirements by

t its vagueness, violates the constitutional prohibition

I

against ex post facto laws and bills of attainder, and

I

invades the First Amendment protection of free

speech and# association.

!

j

He was upheld by a three-member panel of

!

I federal judges in Kansas City, Kansas, in September,

i
( Dr. Ehrenreich, a psychologist hired to teach psy-

i choanalytical psychotherapy to residents in psychiatry

' and staff at the Kansas University Medical Center, had

;
been waiting to challenge the oath since an incident in

'

I

1962 when he was elected to a school board in Prairie

j

I Village, Kansas. After that election he was asked to

I

take the loyalty oath. When suddenly faced with this

i request in front of some one-hundred of his neighbors

who had just honored him, he took it with the other

board members. Ever since that evening he felt at odds

with himself. He was prepared when the occasion

arose again and the University of Kansas asked him to

sign the oath.

“To me, there is implicit in the law the assumption

that I am not a loyal citizen. Since mere refusal to sign

j
the oath constitutes a felony, it would appear that in

1
the eyes of the government I am guilty until I can

i prove otherwise.” This Dr. Ehrenreich could not

accept Besides, according to the doctor, the law con-

tains a curious attitude about human behavior, it

presumes that anyone who did intend to overthrow

tile government by force, would not be so deceitful

as to sign the oath. Such laws also reinforce the

feelings which citizens have that they and their govern-

ment are protagonists who have^ to deal with each

j
other warily and with suspicion.

The Kansas statute is only one of many loyalty

oaths which have been declared void. It is curious,

at the very time we are burying the relics of the

! McCarthy era, a variety of new measures are passed

by the states which will require court action by

dissenters in the years to come.

I

The Illinois General Assembly passed (and the

!
governor signed) a bill prohibiting “unryly demon-

I
j

strations.” The bill clearly infringes on the right to

j

dissent in a peaceful manner. It limits the size, the

j
! timing and duration, and the routing of peaceful

'

I
demonstrations and demands that officials be given 24

j

hours notice including location, maximum number of

I

I
persons participating, names and addresses of orga-

nizers, and the route, time, and duration of any march.

!
I

Again dissenters are kept from expressing their

! views freely. America can have more faith in the

strength of its institutions than to tremble at the

! threat of a march. If not, then it is not the march but

\ the institutions which are rotten.

i ARE YOU MOVING? Save yourself and us

I extra cost by notifying us in advance. Send old

* and new address and date of moving.

EDITORIALS
Democracy at a Profit

The unwritten law that virtually all new and decent
housing is for whites only, except once in a while when
it is for Negroes only, is being challenged in the Mid-
west. M-REIT, the Mutual Real Estate Investment
Trust, now active nationally and in Missouri and
Illinois, was organized to show the housing industry
by example that integrated housing is economically
practicaL In the words of Thomas Klutznick, Chicago
realtor and M-REIT treasurer, “The profit motive
system of our economy can be a major influence in
abrogating discrimination in housing. M-REIT as an
economically successful venture will lead individuals
and businesses to investments which are economically
sound and at the same time capable of protecting the
rights of all Americans.”

M-REIT is the brainchild of Morris Milgram. Mr.
Milgram is an old hand in racial equality struggles. In
the late 1930’s Communist lawyers provided the sole

'

legal aid to civil rights cases. An organization, the

Workers Defense League, was formed by liberal

lawyers. Milgram became the League’s National

Secretary.

Fully integrated on every level, M-REIT buys
apartment houses in major metropolitan areas through-

out the nation, in neighborhoods closed by discrimina-

tion to non-whites, and operates them on a business

basis for open occupancy.

M-REIT has sold more than $2.6 million of a $4
million stock issue registered in 1966. In April 1967,
the Trustees voted their second distribution, for the

preceeding fiscal quarter, to about 3,000 shareholders,

15 cents per $20 share. Integration is proceeding well

in the four buildings M-REIT owns in white areas of
New York and Virginia. Investments range from
$200 to $100,000.

M-REIT was formed as a real estate investment

trust in order to take advantage of the fact that, as

compared with corporations, there is no double taxar

tion of profits (the trust is not taxed). Moreover,

depreciation of property shelters or defers some of the

Trust’s revenues from taxes, providing some tax-free

cash to investors.

M-REIT is placing special emphasis on the Midwest
Klutznick serves on the five-man Board ofTrustees and

Charles F. Vatterott, Jr., St Louis builder, and Dr.

Richard Gordon, Director of Central Research at

Monsanto Company serve on the national advisory

committee. A Missouri Advisory Committee for

M-REIT has been organized. It includes a past presi-

dent of the National Association of Real Estate

Boards, Daniel Sheehan, Sr., Episcopal Bishop George

L. Cadigan, and real estate dealer Eugene W. Wood.

Copies of a newsletter, M-REITINGS, which they

publish are available from Mrs. Bernard Becker,

7041 Kingsbury, Oniversity City, Missouri 63130.

The Trustees have recently agreed to buy a fifth

building, this one in the Midwest Here, finally, is one

investment venture operating not only in accordance

with but also motivated by the democratic princi-

ple that all citizens are entitled to equal housing

opportunity.

(As we go to press, M-REIT send us an advertise-

ment order. Meekly hoping that we won’t be accused

of selling out for 30 pieces of M-REIT stock, we
decided to run it anyway.)
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"Study on Triple Revolution" Issue
Good Resource for Coming TV Series

CH^ St
toeftoeWits publication, our last issue^ Revolution in America,” featuring theau^wnning essays of the “National Study on theTnple Revolution,” has become another w u •

in the Hfe of FOCUS/Jfiriwest The studSwas^iS
by a grant from the Labo^Management ClStaM^
Foundation of Teamsters iSw 68? hS «
J. Gibbons, Secretary - Tre^r
tt. -s.i£» F^;n,T5£
Revolution Report cannot be read wi^ut

authors and the distinguished judges.
Unexpectedly, the 1967 college debatino“ th® proposal for a guaranteed annu^^“

^ a consequence, the issue is in heavy demattTi!’

rr„nr - sfsj.

One of the original signeis of thf* **Tu4 i »«» lUporf 1,

author. Readers of our last isme^n
news that he wiU conduct four half-how
programs m November (Sth, 12th, 19th. anrt*^^x“The series, “The Choice Is Yours,” will
the CBS network and will ^ ^ ^ ®^®r

«^ons by smaU living-room groupa^Smni”efforts are underway to organize WewLe «homes in many cities. (For informo*;'””*
groups m

coordinator please contact the local
Readers who plan to view the «» •

outlet)

our last issue, “Revolution in Americi”®?!®^be an mvaluable aid in discussing the “ChoL."

Life in the Ghetto

Drawing on a variety of statistics and publisherf^tements. Congre^nd Quarterly attempted Srfentify some of the main features of ghettTuAThey found that life in the city gheS. a S'perpetuating and desperate existence, was vie^d i*
a major cause of the violence that empteJ

governmental figures and
other studies buttresses testimony by author ClaudeBrown before the Ribicoff Subcommittee. Brown
explamed the frustration of ghetto life had its roots in
a misplaced generation” and a “misplaced people”
struggling to make a new life in “an extremely com-
plex, confused society.”

It began with the sons and daughters of Southern
Negro sharecroppers migrating to Northern cities in
quest of a new start in the promised land, where
there was no color problem.”
But once to the North, the newcomer found that

the promised land was a cruel murion, “There were
too many people full of hate and bitterness crowded
mto a stinky, uncared-for closet-sizp section of a
great city,” he said. “Once they get there, and become
dj^usioned, they can see the streets aren’t paved
wth gold and there exist no great economic opportune

J

ities for them; they become pressured. Many of the
;

fathers who brought the families can’t take the
pressure any more, the economic pressure. How can
you support a family of five kids on $65 a week?
So he just leaves. He just ups one day and leaves,

maybe becoming an alcoholic.”
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Statistics showed nearly one-quarter of urban Negro

marriages were dissolved. (Chicago, 23.5%; Detroit,

19.2%; Cleveland, 18.5%; St. Louis, 23.1%; and

Milwaukee, 18.2%.)

Consequently, the female-headed Negro family

emerged as one of the paramount features of life in

the ghetto. Almost 25 per cent of all Negro families

were headed by women. And the situation grew worse

as the years passed. Between 1960 and 1966 the num-

ber of persons in Negro families headed by women

rose from 3.2 million to 3.8 million, while the per cent

of poor persons in these families were from 8 to 12

per cent. ^ k,/

Related to the problem of

women was the matter of iUegitimate bnths There

was evidence that again nearly one-qu^er of
^

births were Ulegitimate and even higher in some cities.

The female-headed family faced a

omic future. The mother was
“J*®" ‘J

establish a relationship with another
'"f"

would develop into a genuine ^ y si

^ ^

more often than not. the

become a stable one and the result was anotne

unwanted child. bv a

For the offspring of the
. ^as

woman or for the Ulegitimate chUd, ^he fu^

depressing, with the same pattern of de

frustration repeating i‘self.
finished only

In all likelihood, the child
and

the ninth grade by the time he was 1 y
j ,,e

then, as a protest at his lack of success m

dropped out entirely. The
""f* ^Twt (56

ure to pass the Armed Forces „ea^
per cent of the Negroes taking it

grader,

ured the ability of an average seventh or

This setback would be a p^icularly ^ „ for all

because military service with equ opp
gconoml®

had provided an important rung up the eco

ladder for many Negroes. j^per-

Finally, the Negro youth, lacking P“®”
. _

Hi*

vision, might get into trouble with *
® ^ .

anaigh"

poUce record - which might show arrests

ments but not the final disposition ^at he

guUty - would hurt his chances of getting

If he had been convicted of a felony pos

use of narcotics for example - he would

permitted to vote. .

Even if he escaped having brushw with the 1

ghetto resident with Umited job skiUs entered tb J

market seriously handicapped. Often the job h

did not pay him enough to support his fanady ^
had tittle hope of doing better. Through odd job .

might be able to boost his annual famUy mcom

almost $3,000, but that was only about nau

income of the average white famUy.

The ghetto man tied up much of his incom

instaUment debts for a car, a television set, and som

of the other conveniences so common in middle-cias

America. But because of a low credit rating, he

forced to pay excessive interest rates to buy on credit.

Some of his creditors had his salary garnisheed.

If he were married, he had five children. They lived

in overcrowded, substandard housing. Four million

urban families lived in slums, the Government said.

As pressures and frustrations mounted, it became

more likely that the Negro father would leave home -

as his father had done, if, indeed, he had ever known
his father. He might leave because he found his

inability to support his family debasing or humiliating

or in order that his wife and children could be eligible

DW
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for welfare payments. f

As a result, his family came to rely on welfare pay-

ments for their support. The mother spent proportion-

ately more for basic necessities - food, clothing, and

rent - than did a. white family at the same income

leveL The food she bou^t, either in a neighborhood

grocery where she had credit or in a chain supermarket

in her ghetto, cost more and was of poorer quality
i

than food sold in suburban communities.
j

But life in the ghetto was not simply a matter of
j

miserable economic conditions. The effects spread to

the schools, which were totally segregated, tun down
J

and overcrowded, and to street associations where the
|

children at an early age begin to come into contact
j

with criminal elements, prostitutes, dope pushers and
j

outright thieves. I

The roots of the civil disorders can be found in this
I

statistical profile of ghetto life.

Teachers Asked to Confess Beliefs
,

\

To our amazement we learned that the Special

( School District of St. Louis County lists on its applica-

1

,

tion form for teachers and professional staff members

I
the question, “Do you believe in a Supreme Being?”

• Beyond any doubt, this question is unconstitu-
,

j

tional and does an ill service to the Special School

District which, in general, has been doing an excellent
j

i

job. We hope that the Board - consisting of Hiram

Neuwoehner, president; Wendell H. Stark, vice presi- >

i dent; Lillian M. Feller, secretary; and Clement A. Cole, !

j
William F. Allison, and Armstrong B. Crider - will

j

take up as its first order of business the cleaning up of 1

j

its application form. And while they are busy revising .

j

it, they might as well drop the loyalty oath, also part
j

• of the application. In state after state these oaths have

! been declared unconstitutionaL It would be a pleasant

' surprise if one board would have the maturity to

delete it without a court order.

Information Sought on Performing Arts <

i Activities for Disadvantaged Youth !

' Riots are not the only signs of “where the action

‘

i
is” in America’s angiy inner cities. In recent months

'
! an upsurge of storefront and sidewalk theaters, dance

! groups, variety shows, film-making projects, and a host

1
‘ of performing arts activities have been turning youth-

i
I

fill energies to creative uses.

! , Under a major grant announced by the Arts and

i i Humanities Division of the U. S. Office of Education,

I

;

these programs and others across the nation are to be
j

’
^ intensively studied by the Brooks Foundation in Santa !

Barbara, CaHfomia. The National Study of the Per- ’

' forming Arts for Urban and Rural Youth wiU survey

I

j
the hundreds of performing arts programs that are

!
1

providing creative outlets and experiences for young
i

I
people in urban and rural disadvantaged communities.

;

^ The study will identify and classify those elements of i

I
the programs that make for success in reaching and !

motivating disadvantaged youth with the ultimate goal
;

j

i being introduction into regular school programs.
;

I

! Don D. Bushnell, vice president of the Brooks I

/ I
Foundation, is director of the study. In addition, three i

' legional directors of the study have been appointed,

j
Bushnell will be responsible for the western United ’

i States; Charles L. Klotzer, editor and publisher of

¥OC\}SIMidwest

y

will be directing research in the Mid*
west; Mrs. Kathryn Noyes, author and Associate for ^ I

the Arts and Humanities at the Learning Institute of
j j

North Carolina, will be regional director for the South;
|

j

and Clifford Frazier, actor, director, and writer, will

be conducting the study in the East.
{

j

In the Midwest, information about programs of
j

any size involving voluntary participation of young
j

"

persons from ages five to twenty in drama,
music, film, drawing and painting, or other performing
art forms can be forwarded to the following local I

researchers: I

CHICAGO and GARY: Emece B. KeBy, 6726 S.
j

Oglesby Ave., Chicago, m.
KANSAS CITY: Mary Hayes, 3301 Agnes, Kansas i

City, Mo.
MILWAUKEE: Reuben Harpede, Jr., Dept, of !

Community Leadership Development, University I

of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wise.

MINNEAPOLIS: Gerald Vlzenor, 101 Se3rmour
|

S. E., Minneapolis, Minn.

ST. LOUIS and SOUTHERN ILLINOIS: Eu^e
Redmond, East St Louis Campus, Southern lUinr^
University, 900 Ohio Ave., East St Louis, IlL

Information about any programs can also be for-

warded to the Brooks Foundation, Santa Barbara,

California 93103.

According to Bushnell, “many schools in focusing
j

on reading, writing, and verbal skills fail to reach the

non-verbal learner, the youth who has been negatively

conditioned by years of school failure. New ap-

proaches are needed that can help such students

express themselves and, perhaps for the first time,

enjoy a successful education experience. The lively

arts provide such an approach. Arts programs receive

direction from adults who are making it in the real

world and the rewards for participation and success ; ^

come from the larger community outside the school”
The six-month study will examine over one thou-

sand programs receiving federal, foundatioi^ church,
and community sponsorship. The major thrust of the

study is to determine how performing arts activities

can foster personal intellectual development of dis-

advantaged youngsters, encourage artistic potential,

provide training for social action, or lead to re-entry

into school or job. Scripts, teaching plans, and student-

produced materials that could be ad^ted to school

use will be collected and published.

CHANGE IN SUBSCRIPTION RATES

On January 1, 1968, the new subscription

rates noted below will go into effect. This is the

first change in our rates since the magazine was
established in June 1962.

One year

Two years

Three years

Five years

$ 4.00 (six issues)

$ 7.50 (twelve issues)

$ 1 1.00 (eighteen issues)

$17.50 (thirty issues)

Renewals will be accepted at the current rate

for the balance of this year.
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The Movement

Underground

by

ERNECE B. KELLY

he Movement? What’s that?”

This is too often the response, sar-

donic or innocent, of the anonymous
and alienated persons living in Chica-

go’s ghettos.

Among the local civil rights leaders

who have gotten this answer is Albert

A. Raby. He is working with others

to change this. Raby is, with Dr.

Martin Luther King, a co-leader of the

Chicago Freedom Movement. He is a

young man whose distress at the im-

poverishment at the Upper Grade
Center in which he taught lead him to

join a group of activist teachers in

Teachers for Integrated Schools. From
there he went on to head the Coordin-
ating Council of Community Organiza-
tions — a loose federation of diverse

human rights groups in the city. He
has been its Convener for more than
two years until his recent resignation.

Our work last summer — the

marches, the Summit Agreement —
will help the middle class. But it’ll be a

long time before the inner city feels

the effects. That’s why I’m involved
with others now in forming the

School. We want ghetto changes in

this generation!”

The “we” Raby refers to is the
handful of long-time Movement work-
ers and active community organizers —
most of them of the grass roots variety,

some operating out of mere store-

fronts, honeycombed into small of-

fices — who are hammering out, on a

continuing basis, the structure for the

Union of Organizers’ School.

The School has four main objec-

tives: to generate serious political pow-

er in at least a dozen wards by 1971,

that’s when both mayoral and alder-

manic offices will be at stake; to help

organize an intelligence network of

students and professionals to gather

the extremely hard-to-find informa-

tion such as who the decisionmakers

are and how the decision's are made

which perpetuate Chicago’s ghettos as

the non-viable, faceless islands they

are- to write and publish ideas on

organizing; and to develop leadership

and more effective organizers among

the black and white powerless.

Most of Chicago’s communities

which the School hopes to galvanize

into well organized entities are black

and because of this most of the organ-

izers to be trained will be black. But

there are critical neigltborhoods where

hites experience the same kinds of

T vastating exploitation that has be-

come identified with the Negro ghetto.

Ses will work as organizers there.

^%his racial matching of organizers

•*h the community is an operational

principle of the School. But even if it

. fthe Chicago Union of Organizers study the

Members
^ Chicago neighborhood, in

power structure ofbng ^^„Mions in the inner eity

a new community and political action.



were not, this pattern would take hold

anyway. For there are few exceptions

to Chicago’s housing segregation and
those being trained as community
organizers are residents of that same

community. Almost invariably, such

individuals would share color with

their neighbors.

In the Center for Radical Research,

another aspect of the School, whites

play a leading role. This dramatic

name represents a group of approxi-

mately 30 college students, most are

white, who have spent their summer
using their researching skills to answer

some of the most thorny problems

facing present-day organizers.

Some typical problems are these:

Who lets the contracts for urban re-

newal? How is the decision made to

blacklist a neighborhood so that mort-

gages and insurance are unobtainable?

Where do the neighborhood poor go

for health services? And who is the

clientele of hospitals near the ghetto?

Metropolitan newspapers generousr

ly covered the announcement of the

School and the Center in the beginning

of the summer. It appeared to be a

well reported and comprehensive at-

tack on glietto apathy and ignorance.

As the Chicago summer faded, it

became clear that the more ambitious

hopes for the program would not be

fulfilled. Today, however, the program

is still in operation and has followed

its blueprint relatively close and with

a measure of success.

Even if the School failed in its

goal of training 20-30 organizers in

a given community every three months

before moving on to another neighbor-

hood, the results of the researching

would remain catalogued at the head-

quarters of the School. This data will

be an invaluable aid to organizers. For

readily accessible answers could free

an organizer to struggle with the more

immediate and individual problems of

his neighbors.

Also, it is hoped that the college

students themselves have benefitted.

They will return to their campuses

with clearer pictures of the relation-

ship between urban power structures

and the plight of the poor.

Even while they worked, however,

the young researchers (and some pro-

fessionals) were learning from new

perspectives by attending seminars as a

kind of exchange for their services.

The topics of these seminars were as

radical as the subjects being research-

ed: Theology and Radicalism and

Volume 5, Number 38

American History from the Bottom
Up were just wo of them.

In this arm of the School’s oper-

ation, the skills of the white middle- or
upper-income student were used. In

the School itself, the lower-income

groups were involved a» students’

learning to be organizers. This kind of

inclusiveness characterizes the entire

project and begins to explain why it

has captured the interest and efforts

of a cross section of Chicago’s veteran

Movement people.

What has been developing in this

city for a number of years, but is

surfacing only now and found expres-

sion in the birth of the School, is

a kind of ecumenicity of grass roots

groups. It is a loud retort to the

charges of splintering in the Move-
ment. Through this effort, six or-

ganizations have cracked the geopolit-

ical walls which ordinarily separate

communities.

In doing so, they have discovered

that many of them are struggling

with similar problems. They have ma-
tured enough to see that there were
critical lessons they could give each
other. The School is their arena for

the exchange of information.

A ''TypicaF' Organizer

A typical grass roots organizer with

the kind of problems which the Center
and the School will work to dissolve

would be James Johnson. Johnson
works out of a storefront in Chicago’s
West Side ghetto. He is working, like

most small-base organizers, in a kind
of devastating isolation.

For three years he has labored
almost exclusively on welfare prob-
lems, assisting in negotiations with
caseworkers, organizing pickets around
their offices, and researching into the
state’s record on welfare legislation.

He has pushed into every cranny of
the individual’s welfare problem con-
ceivable — to him.

But his expertise ends there. He has
never had to deal with the larger

ramifications of public welfare. He
cannot avail himself of the counsel and
contacts of groups like GAIN (Guaran-
teed Annual Income Now) simply be-

cause he has never heard of them.
One of the jobs of the School

was to help him and other neighbor-

hood organizers to see their limita-

tions. Johnsons’ expertise in dealing

with specific welfare problems was
exchanged for information on work
being done on the national scene

relevant to his local objectives.

Not every Movement person, how-
ever, is convinced that there can be a

fair exchange of insights between an

already - active organizer and the

School. One such critic is Robert
Lucas, now chairman of Chicago’s
CORE, who describes last summer’s
flare-ups on the West Side as a “revo-
lution.” He has been a CORE activist

since 1962.

“None of the ‘radical organizations’
were asked to be a part of the School.
We’re suspicious - it looks as if

they’re coming in to keep the black
people cool. But they got to remeiA-
ber, it ain’t always hip to let your
views be known. So, even though the
surface may be smooth now, you
know, Negroes use ‘trickology’.”

He explained the term. “Ghetto
mothers operate sometimes behind the
scenes. They may publicly condemn
rioting but tell their sons to get what
they can ‘when the action goes down.’
I don’t believe the School’s interested

in organizing these people.”

However, even the brochures being
circulated by the School tell a very
different story. On the cover of one,

Marina Towers - Chicago’s newest
symbol of progress - is caught in

a spectacular, cloud-piercing shot.

Above and below the picture are

quotes: “the man gets his takin’ ours”’
and “ain’t no nigger-mother-f

police.” It would be hard to imagine a

more nitty-gritty show of awareness
of the embittered attitudes bred in and
by the ghetto. The School seems to

have both concern and knowledge of
its “constituencies.” It is, after all,

made up largely of ghetto-dwellers and
ghetto-worders from its decision-mak-
ing Agenda Committee to its teaching
staff.

Oakland is an all-Negro community
on the South Side which has many of
the problems that the School wants to

attack. It is bounded on one side by a

high-rise interracial complex and on
the opposite edge by the fifteen-room

homes of University of Chicago pro-

fessors. Lake Michigan paralyzes any
thought of eastward expansion. So,

as urban renewal continues, its resi-

dents can only move out of their

community.
Whole blocks have been razed here.

The kiss of death, small billboards

saying “This Site Will Provide Homes
for the Citizens of Chicago,” dot the

area. Half-demolished buildings scar

(Continued on page forty)
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Will The Real

University of Illinois

Please Stand Up?

A staff report on the steps which led the

University to deny dissent and freedom oj incpdty on its campus

Dean of Students Stanton Millet of the Univer-
sity of Illinois first withheld action in 1966 on the
application of the campus DuBois Club because the
Attorney General of the United States had filed a petition
with the Subversive Activities Control Board to require the
national organization of the W. E. B. DuBois Club to regis-
ter as a “Communist front” group, the stage was set for adrawn out confrontation which would besmirch the name
of the University and would benefit no one.

Board followed a policy of common sense.
When President David D. Henry presented the issue to the
General Policy Committee of the Board of Trustees in
December 1966, the Committee determined, “while the
Attorney General has filed a petition with the Subversive
Activities Control Board to require the national organiza-
tion of the W. E. B. DuBois Club to register as a Communist
iront group, that agency has not yet heard the matter on its
ments. Since the material which the Attorney General mavhave in support of his petition is not available to the
niver^ty, there is no way for the University at this time

to make a valid independent judgment concerning the
c arges. It is also clear that (1) the local petitioning group
has denied affiliation with the national body, and (2) the
constitution of the petitioning group states purposes which
are unobjectionable by University regulations and which do
not in any way identify the group as a subversive or
seditious organization.”

Following the subsequent approval of this Report by the
Board of Trustees by a vote of 5 to 3 (the one absent
trustee also favored the Report), the Illinois State Senate
censured this action of the Board with only Senator Paul
Simon casting a negative vote.

President Henry then requested that administrative ac-
tion on the CuBois Club be postponed and the matter was
taken up again by the Board’s General Policy Committee.

Meanwhile, however, the seating of newly elected
trustees took place. Three new Republican members were
seated in March 1967 and a new board president in the
person of Wayne Johnson was installed.

A new report by Dean Millet was presented by President
Henry. It asserted that informal connections had now been
found to exist between the local and the national,

including interlocking memberships, and that the national

officers acknowledged the interconnection. The General

Policy Committee reversed itself and now recommended

that “the Administration be
n^^'c^eplld

petition from the local student

the recommendations and banne e
. about

At that time, the Champa.gn-Urbana campus h^d^bout

29 000 students The DuBois Club had
zy,uuu stuaems.

Trustees the University enunci-
Through its Board ol l rusiccs m “c.hvprt” the
/ , r u 1- f these 13 members could subvert me

ated Its belief that these
28,987 students if it

democratic ideology of tb
cognition as a campus

would .he

group. Of course, tne ij

free to propagate their views,
,„inois Senate

The sad s“bmissio
^j^^t body. In rebellion they

was too humiliating for th
j ^ ^ouis Diskin to

invited long-time chal-

address the students. This
‘

„|,io|, denies to

lenge Illinois’ discriminatory
of Illinois their

the faculty and students o
individuals. Curiously,

right to hear certain group
5 over a University-

Diskin was permitted to spea
students,

provided loudspeaker system to more .Iran 2

Aeerirding “ f«;X.s.erru"wersi.y. the Clabaugh
ment chairman bJonnw

^ ^ violates the
Act is unconstitutional beca

Amendment, it

equal
^“^^oh on the basis of a speaker’s organ-

denies the rjht of speecn on
censorship, and

Rational affiliations is a form
the

flies directly in the face of th ^ -rtopnt arguments
First AmenLent itself. In spite these cogent arguments

before the Illinois House Committee on Higher EducaUon

the Illinois General Assembly upheld this l^w, a hou^r h

refused to widen its application. As of to ay, i

. the
of Illinois still is the only state institution restricted by the

^^'pSwhig the March vote, the Baord decided in April to

talk it over once more with students and faculty. Since then

three closed meetings have been held with University repre

sentatives. At this writing, no University action has been

taken to correct its vote of March, which denied the

essential purpose of a community of learning.

Howard Clement, prominent Chicago attorney and cur-

rently a tmstee, was President of the University of Illinois

Board up to the vote wliich denied recognition to the Du

Bois Club. Before giving up the presidency, Clement ei^or-

ted his colleagues — in vain — to uphold the spirit of
. /> .L A. j .4-1. r C^arric
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Professor in the Council of Humanities at Princeton

University also supports the riglits of the University of

Illinois community. Clement’s and Dilliard’s observations

follow:

HOWARD CLEMENT:

“ It never has been, is not now,

and never will be, the proper function

of a University to shelter its students

from exposure to unpopular ideas.

If such freedom is not preserved in

this environment, wc shall never succeed in retaining it elsewhere.

Retention of this characteristic of our academic communities is

inexorably bound up with our concept of a free society. It is

extremely important that we truly believe that our greatest strength

as a society lies in open and free expression. The moment we lose

faith, and begin to restrict such freedom, in the erroneous belief

that we will be the stronger for it, we have tipped the balance in a

direction of oppression and the eventual loss of the freedoms we

erroneoulv believe we are protecting.

“Let me quickly add that I am not advocating the teaching of

sedition or subversion - obviously there are Umits to that which can

be tolerated even in the realm of ideas in a free society, even as

there are in the realm of conduct. Free speech, necessarily is not a

blank check. The fact that it was necessary for me to promptly add

the limitation just stated is indicative of my sensitivity to the great

propensity of many to misinterpret and lift out of context state-

ments of those who hold different points of view on significant

issues of the day. Too many, today, trade on or conform to mis-

understandings of the public for their own partisan purposes.

1 am reminded of a retort attributed to Dr. Hutchins when he was

President of the University of Chicago, who, when having been

asked by an irate woman representing a patriotic organization,

“Dr. Hutchins, you don’t mean to say that you teach Communism

at the University,” replied, “Yes, madam, and we also teach cancer

in the Medical School.” ....

“Superimposed upon the backdrop of the American tradition

of free speech, and wide-ranging political and ideological spectrum

which exists wUhin this environment, are such basic precepts in our

legal system as the presumption of innocence until proven guilty.

This concept is somewhat better understood than the concept which

provides for protection against self-incrimination, but, nevertheless,

we tend to apply it unevenly. We tend to apply a stronger presump-

tion of innocence to those with whom we can identify than those

whom we regard as being different from ourselves for-,such reasons

as race, creed or color, for example. Likewise, one who applies this

standard of presumption of innocence to an alleged Communist may

be immediately regarded as soft on Communism, or perhaps even

a “weak sister.” On the other hand, one who applies this same

standard of a presumption of innocence to an outwardly respectable

businessman who is alleged to have engaged in criminal activity, is

regarded as a fair-minded, level-headed citizen. . . .

“Obviously, the differences with which we are dealing on these

questions are not the differences between the shades of black and

white. Rather they fall witliin a gray area. I say this, notwithstand-

ing the viewpoint of the zealots on both sides of the line, who

regard those of a differing view as dedicated enemies of the state.

In a gray area, this is nonsense. One who takes his stand on one side

of the line can be as much a friend of academic freedom and free

speech, in the overall view, as one who takes his stand on the other

side of the line. If the line, however, is gradually moved in one

direction or the other by recurrent decisions, then it becomes

apparent that the differences between philosophies are real and

meaningfuL To call one who stands on one side of the line

“unpatriotic,” as against one who stands on the other side is a

favorite tactic of militai\t groups, which have, throughout history,

sought to apply excessive cures which have been greater evils than
those which they were, ostensibly, designed to alleviate. Adlai E.

Stevenson had this in mind when he said, ‘to strike freedom of the

mind with the fist of patriotism is an old and agly subtlety ’

“Let us reason together to find the better way, and avoid the
pitfalls typified by the woman who closed her communication to
me on the DuBois Club with the statement: ‘I am not signing my
full name — I am afraid of Communists — they stop at nothing, and
I am not sure but what you may be one, too.’

”

IRVING DILLIARD:

“ It is entirely true, . . . that the
Attorney General has called the
national DuBois organization ‘a Com-
munist front.’ However accusation by
a public official, even if he is Attorney

General, is not equal to conviction under Due Process. If American
Due Process consisted only of unproved accusations, our system
would be closer to Hitler’s Nazi Germany than to the ideal of

justice under the law, presided over by impartial judges, that the

Founding Fathers envisioned for us.

“That is why the Attorney General’s accusation will be investi-

gated and reviewed by the Subversive Activities Control Board. Even
if the Subversive Activities Control Board upholds the accusation by
the Attorney General, this listing is not necessarily final. The listed

organization has the right to sue in Federal Court and to get its

name removed if it can prove that it is innocent of the charge.

Some blacklisted organizations have won cases and had their names
removed. This was true of a taxpayers’ organization, headed by the

longtime conservative Republican Congressman George Bender of
Ohio, which for some odd reason turned up on the Attorney
General’s list of allegedly subversive groups.

.... I do not need to accept a single precept of the DuBois
Club in order to believe that suppressing it is far more harmful to

the University of Illinois than permitting it to hold meetings that

very few students would normally attend. . . . Suppression from
whatever motives is a violation of student and faculty free speech
and free assembly at the University of Illinois. It is a violation of
these basic freedoms for the plain and simple reason that it does
restrict, limit and reduce the opportunity for free expression and
interchange of opinions. . . .

“We need to ask ourselves this question: ‘Do we actually believe

in free speech in the United States?’ If our answer is ‘Yes,’ then we
are not afraid of the free exchange of ideas. Then we say with that

great American patriot. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, thrice-

wounded soldier in the Civil War: ‘ ... if there is any principle of

the Constitution that more imperatively calls for attachment than

any other it is the principle of free thought - not free thought for

those who agree with us but freedom for the thought that we hate.’

“ .... no ideas, however objectionable, which a handful of

students might discuss at a DuBois Club meeting would do the

injury that the University of Illinois inflicts on itself when it tells

the entire student body and faculty that certain ideas are forbidden

to them. For then, in the mistaken thought of opposing dictatorship,

the University uses the dictatorial iron hand against itself. That

stifles speech in its natural home, the free and inquiring com-

pany of teachers and students. And that is to usher in thought

control ourselves. How can anyone who thinks seriously about the

consequences approve such a course in the free United States of

America?”
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State Zip
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COMING IN
FOCUS/MIDWEST

* You may want to watch for our coming issue which

will deal with problem areas in the arts: the theater,

the symphony, educational television, arts council^

contemporary art, and other timely (and controver-

sial) subjects.

* Another coming issue - which, we hope, won t cost

the author his job - will be an insider’s story of the

dubious activities of competing teacher groups. We

anticipate publishing in the same issue several articles

on the quaUty and policies of several metropolitan

police forces.

* In the political field, we are working on the 1967

State Voting Records Special Issue which wi is a

key biUs and the complete voting records of the

General AssembUes of Illinois and Missouri on these

bills.

* Of course, there are many other
/‘T'the

ation: among them the attitudes of students at the

University of Missouri, a short piece o sa ir
•

prison inmate and cartoons on

another inmate. . . . also poems by F. D. ^
Etter, and translations of poetry by Dora M.

eUa .... short stories ... art works.

* And there is always “Out of Focus. (For

did you know that shortly after the Mi ’

Arab and IsraeU officers attended the same pr p r-

atory course for the 10-month session of the U. S.

Army’s Command and General Staff College . . .

did you know the Cape Girardeau Southeast Missour

ian declared, “ ... if the Russians do launch a (sic)

intensive investigation (on UFOs) they will still be

lagging behind the U. S., just as they are in the space

race . . Well, for more tidbits, see the coming

issues.)

Please note the REDUCED holiday gift rates. Make
up a list of ten friends and send to them FOCUS/Mid-
westas your holiday gift. For only $3 per person they

are liable to be intensely irritated with you for the

entire coming year — you can be sure they won’t
forget you! (A few, the real friends, may even com-
pliment your wise choice.)
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TIGERS INRED WEATHER / Thomas McAfee

POEMS

THE COW / Knute Skinner

There’s a white cow standing upon the hill,

surely the whitest cow I shall ever see.

As usual with cows she is eating grass.

Nothing strange about that, except that the light,

the white light of the sun increases her white

until she seems like a moon reflecting the sun,

a cow-shaped moon newly materialized

to dazzle upon the rise of a grassy hill.

Perhaps she is the cow that jumped over the moon,

but how much grass can she nonchalantly bite

with that white light breaking upon her body?

O, now she raises her head and, striking a pose,

commands the field with a curve of her delicate tail.

And so I see that she has become a goddess

exacting and appreciating the homage

owed to a white spirit by darker creatures.

Those dull cows browsing in brown below her,

mere cows, I see that they cannot comprehend

how their appearance enhances the white goddess.

And yet their heads are lowered in due respect.

She is their deity as she is mine,

although I see her only from my distance.

I see her only through my grimy window.

Suppose I left my papers and leff'my desk,

walked through the garden, crossed the old stone wall,

slogged through the swamp at the bottom of the hill,

then with lowered eyes I could approach that whiteness.

Would 1 be touched to some extent by the sunlight,

and would my eyes be blinded with revelation?

Or would I find cowdung beneath my feet,

and would she and I eat grass for the rest of our lives?

1. Einstein:

In Japan, backed by

some elegant mountains,

you said no man would be

your ricksha animal.

— Even though you walked

very slowly

and the dignitaries

had to wait.

2. Klee:

A world of children, under ten,

is not enough

of a world. We need

more men
with notions of red weather —
as weU as birds and clouds

and children

upside-down.

Where’s up?

SUBURBANITE / David Cornel DeJong

I cycle through this plat

and no one pretends I am
splay-footed and flap

a beaver tail, even as

I howl a confidence so loud

that it would lay

city folks out cold.

I keep following myself

close, very close, myself

as another pointing dog.

A bit of love rattled

off one of the pedals

back there, but I forgot

to stop to see

what color it was.

Am halted by a minion

of 100% uniform guiding

twenty kiddies across

into a gaping park.

“You oughtn’t go friggin’

on an open bike,” he shouts,

“Mister, I mean, you oughtn’t

run innocents down on a friggin’

bike, now ought you. Sir?”

Then the journey goes

on politically clean,

unblemished and orthodox.



SPECIAL REPORT ON

Conflict

In

The
Church

by

JAMES HITCHCOCK

9 The Archdiocese

of Chicago

^ The Archdiocese

of Kansas City

^ The Archdiocese

of St. Louis

James Hitchcock, an assistant
professor of history at St. Louis
University , has appeared previously
in FOCUS/Midwest (**The Liberal
Position,*' No. 34.).

THE CHICAGO REPORT:

In the years betore the Second

Vatican Council, when even the most

optimistic progressive Catholics did

not foresee the sweeping changes

which were soon to be decreed, it had

become virtually a cliche to say that

the bishops, priests, and laymen of the

Midwest were the greatest hope for

change in the American Church. To a

much greater extent than on either

coast there was found here a willing-

ness to try out new ideas within the

Church and an openness towards secu-

lar society contrasting pleasantly with

the attitudes which led the Catholics

of Boston, for example, to be describ-

ed as “a majority which acts like a

beleaguered minority.”

The archdiocese of Chicago, with

two million Catholics, is the largest

unit of the Church in America. Inevit-

ably, in such a large and heterogeneous

body (including virtually every ethnic

strain) there are strong forces of con-

servatism. But on the whole Chicago
has been considered one of the bri^t
spots of the American Church. Munde-
lein Seminary has educated progres-

sive-minded priests from many parts of

the country, and social-justice move-

ments like the Catholic Worker and

the Catholic Interracial Conference

developed at a time when such groups

were considered almost communistic

elsewhere in the country.

This condition necessarily implies

the presence of progressive bishops in

Chicago. Cardinal George J. Munde-

lein, who died in 1940, was a German
immigrant who was vigorously pro-

New Deal and anti-Hitler. Auxiliary

Bishop Bernard J. Sheil, now retired,

was an early opponent of segregation

and was the only American bishop to

speak against the late Senator Mc-

Carthy at the peak of liis power.

Cardinal Samuel A. Stritch, who ruled

the archdiocese from 1940 to 1958,

was not particularly liberal but was

generally permissive, allowing grass

roots movements in Chicago to devel-

op naturally. Cardinal Albert G. Meyer

(1958-65) was one of the outstanding

American prelates at the Second Vati-

can Council, serving as a spokesman
and leader of the liberal group.

THE KANSAS CITY REPORT:

On paper probably no Catholic
diocese in the United States has a
more impressive record of modern-
ization than that of Kansas City-

St. Joseph (with one significant ex-

ception, Oklahoma City-Tulsa).

At the same time, despite undoubt-
ed achievements, the Kansas City-St.

Joseph diocese manifests all the con-

tradictions and counter - tendencies

found almost everywhere in the Cath-
olic Church since the Second Vatican
Council. The progressives, or those
who seek the full implementation of
“the spirit of the Council,” seem to be
in the ascendancy. But progress is by
no means steady and uniform, and its

eventual triumph is by no means
assured.

As it is in virtually every diocese,

the key to the situation of the Church
in western Missouri is in the personal-

ity arid policies of its bishop, the Most
Rev. Charles H. Helmsing, a 59-year-

old St. Louisan who has headed the

diocese since 1962, when he succeeded

Bishop John P. Cody, now cardinal-

archbishop of Chicago. Before coming
to Kansas City, Bishop Helmsing was
private secretary to the late Archbish-

op Joseph E. Ritter of St. Louis, aux-

iliary bishop of St. Louis, and bishop

of Springfield-Cape Girardeau, Mo.

“The. most puzzling aspect of the

Church in Kansas City,” according to

one layman, “is the apparent disparity

between the bishop’s policies, which

are generally liberal and progressive,

and his personality. He has done many
good things which indicate that he is

truly in the spirit of the Council. But

in private interviews and public

speeches and sermons he seems still an

old-style prelate with little comprehen-

sion of a changing world.’

Some analysts resolve this contra-

diction by suggesting that the bishop’s

progressivism is rooted precisely in his

conservatism — as a loyal son of the

Church, he undertakes to initiate re-

forms which have been decreed even if

he does not fully believe in them or

comprehend them.

For whatever reasons, however, he

has initiated reforms which are almost

radical by the general standards of the

conservative American Church. In

July, for example, ground was broken

for a building to serve as headquarters

of the new St. Mark’s Ecumenical Par-
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The present archbishop of Chicago,

named a cardinal in July, is Cardin^

John P. Cody, a 59-year-old native of

St. Louis who is thought by many
Catholics to be the most powerful

bishop in the American Church.

Cardinal Cody has ties with high Vati-

can officials which date back to his

student days in Rome in the 1920’s.

This alone would render him suspect

to many liberal Catholics, who consid-

er one of the chief fruits of the

Council to be the loosening of Roman
control over the rest of the Church.

However, Cardinal Cody’s actions

since coming to Chicago in 1965 have

given solid form to what were merely

vague misgivings.

Before his appointment to Chi-

cago, Cardinal Cody served as auxil-

iary bishop of St. Louis, bishop

of Kansas City - St. Joseph, and
archbishop of New Orleans. In the

last diocese he took a firm stand

against racial segregation, carrying

out policies laid down by his pre-

decessor, and aroused the frenzied

wrath of many Catholics. In Chicago,

he inherited what many people

consider the nation’s most difficult

ish in the Wayne Miner Housinig pro-

ject in Kansas City. The parish will be
the joint undertatog of the Catholic

diocese, the Episcopal Church, the

Presbyterian Church, and the United

Church of Christ. As planned the par-

ish will have a totally unified life, ex-

cept for worship, which will be held

separately on Sundays, but in the same

building. Joint religious instruction

classes are planned, as well as integra-

ted parish activities in every other

area.

In August, the Catholic press repor-

ted that officials in Rome had ques-

tioned the Church’s participation in

the venture and had tried to discour-

age it. Bishop Helmsing, however, was

said to be firmly committed to the

project.

Progressive Catholics all over the

United States consider St. Mark’s the

most promising and exciting ecumen-

ical venture yet undertaken in Amer-

ica. It seems the first significant effort

to get ecumenism out of the rut of

polite discussion and into the arena of

action. Several Protestant ecumenical

parishes exist in the United States, but

this is believed to be the first in which

the Catholic Church has agreed to

participate.

Volume 5, Number 38

racial situation; there his actions have
failed to please either liberals or

conservatives.

During the open-housing marches
in 1966, he first gave strong sup-

port to the demonstrations but then

urged their cessation at a crucial mo-
ment, an action which led angry civil

rights leaders to charge betrayal. Sub-

sequently, he expressed his disapproval

of priests and nuns playing militant

civil rights roles, but he has not
attempted to forbid their participa-

tion. In the minds of many Chicagoans

this ambivalence permeates the arch-

bishop’s entire racial policy.

The CiC and Cody

The Cardinal’s relations with the

venerable Catholic Interracial Council

brought to a head all the misgivings

which liberals had developed about
him and incidentally illustrated certain

patterns in his administration which
were to recur.

Despite the fact that the CIC for

more than 20 years had enjoyed some
measure of support from the arch-

diocese, dating back to a time when
“integration” was not even a familiar

Bishop Helmsing has also given

some support — $5,000 a year for

three years, with the possibility of an
extension — to the Council for United
Action set up last year by Saul Alin-

sky’s community organizers from Chi-

cago. CUA, following methods which
Alinsky has used in Chicago, Roches-
ter, N. Y., and elsewhere, seeks to or-

ganize existing neighborhood groups in

the inner-city into a cohesive and mili-

tant body able to exert influence with
the city government and the local

power structure.

Alinsky’s groups are understand-
ably anathema to many white people,
since they encourage and channel
Negro militancy and make the poor
visible and vociferous. There has been
considerable criticism of Bishop Helm-
sing from priests and laymen who re-

sent his subsidizing what they regard

as “rabble-rousers.” Characteristically,

the bishop’s support is not in the form
of a diocesan grant, but of a personal

gift; apparently he does not feel that

the diocese should officially sanction a

controversial organization.

The effects of CUA’s presence are

not as yet fully evident. Hence, the in-

volvement of the Church and its re-

presentatives in militant organizing is

word to most people, the official

directory of the archdiocese issued in

March omitted the group from the list

of Catholic organizations. Priests in

the chancery office explained curtly

that the group was “interdenomina-

tional.”

Earlier the archbishop had assigned

the two long-time chaplains of the

organization — Msgr. John M. Egan
and Msgr. Daniel J. Cantwell — to

parish work, effectively terminating

their active involvement with the CIC.

However, as public criticisms mount-
ed, Cardinal Cody named a new
“spiritual advisor” in May — Father

William Devereux, a middle-aged pas-

tor of a multi-racial parish who is

regarded as a cautiorxs liberal. The
appointment seemed to restore good
relations with the archdiocese, at least

formally. It was made in response to a

request from the CIC.

The incident seems to illustrate two
characteristics of Cardinal Cody’s

method of operation — his drive for

centralized control and his sensitivity

to publicity. Friends of the CIC be-

lieve its sudden fall from grace was
due less to its actions (it has been a

not clear either. Several priests recent-

ly participated in a CUA march on a

police station to protest alleged bru-

tality towards Negroes, and there have

been no reported episcopal reactions

to this. On the other hand a Benedic-

tine monk who has agitated on behalf

of his iimer-city parishoners has been

warned by Bishop Helmsing against

involvement in “politics.” As yet,

however, there has been no move to

transfer him, which is indicative of
Bishop Helmsing’s generally permissive

style of governing.

Also in the ecumenical spirit. Bish-

op Helmsing recently announced that

the diocese would join the newly

formed Metropolitan Inter - Church
Agency (MICA), which replaces the

old Kansas City Council of Churches.

Formal Catholic membership in such

inter-faith groups is quite rare. Bishop

Helmsing is a member of the Vatican

Secretariat for Promoting Christian

Unity and of the American bishop’s

ecumenical conunission and is on close

terms with individual Protestant lead-

ers, especially Episcopal Bishop Ed-

ward R. Welles of West Missouri.

The Bishop and the NCR
Within the American Catholic
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moderately activM group) than to the

fact that it operated independent of

diancery controL *‘In Chicago what-

ever is ‘Catholic’ has to be under the

archbishop’s control,” one layman ex-

plained. Most people also believe a

new diaplain would never have been
appointed if the story had not been
publicized. (During the interim the
Cardinal and lus representatives were
pointedly absent from a CIC dinner at

vdiich Msgr. Cantwell received an
award. The official archdiocesan news-
paper, the New World, ignored the
diimer also, although with the appoint-
ment of Father Devereux the paper
has announced that it will report CIC
activities.)

At present, the civil rights program
of the archdiocese is under the direc-
tion of Father Edward M. Egan, a
young priest whom civil rights workers
regard as intelligent and sincere but
inexperienced in racial problems. He
was a chancery official before his
appointment and is thought to be
safe and cautious.

Criticized By Both

To some extent the archbishop’s
policy on race seems to have gained

for him the worst of both worlds. He
has deliberately cultivated the image
of full commitment to the Negro
cause, and as in New Orleans -he is

bitterly denounced by some laymen as

a “nigger lover.” (In some parishes

there is an organized practice of drop-

ping buttons into the collection basket

on Sundays when the priest preaches

on race.) When the Illinois Senate

passed a routine resolution in July

congratulating the archbishop on his

elevation to the cardinalate, two Chi-

cago legislators voted against it. One
was John J. Lanigan, a Republican and
a’Catholic, who observed that “in my
district the man they dislike most,
next to Martin Luther King, is Arch-
bishop Cody.”

For several months a right-wing

Chicago laymen’s group. Concerned
Parents, has been working for the

suppression of a new children’s cate-

chism being used in parochial schools.
The group has collected 1,250 signa-

tures on a petition against the cate-

chism, because it calls Dr. King “a
brave Christian” and cites his work as

an example of love and Justice in

action.

Auxiliary Bishop William E. Me
Manus, superintendent of schools, has

publicly defended the catechism as

necessary “to teach, the Catholic

Faith’s relevance to contemporary

human problems.” The book was writ-

ten by two Chicago priests. Father

Gerard Weber and Father James

Kilgallon

The leaders of Concerned Parents,

Mr. and Mrs. Richard White, are affili-

ated also with the Wanderer Forum of

St. Paul, a Catholic organization which

stands on the extreme right politically

and religiously.

The controversy over the catechism

has, however, led to the promise of

certain changes which could benefit

liberals more than conservatives. In the

wake of criticisms from the right.

Cardinal Cody has promised to give

laymen a greater voice in school affairs

ind to open school board to

laymen. There is no evidence ^h^
lias considered surrendering

Oit thfofh« hand, CathoUcs, boa

Church itself, Kansas City has become
most well known as the home of The
Namnal Catholic Reporter, a lay-
edited weekly newspaper which has
provoked enthusiastic praise from re-
formers and bitter criticism from con-
servatives for its independent commen-^ on happenings in the Church.
(Resentment of the paper seems to-
center less on its often critical edit-
orials than on its penchant for pub-
licizing ecclesiastical news which many
people would like to see remain
buried.)

The Reporter was started in 1964
by Robert Hoyt, then the editor of
the official diocesan newspaper of
Kansas City-St. Joseph. Bishop Helm-
sing initially approved the proposal for
an independent, lay-edited paper, con-
tributed $1,000 to its inception, and
for two years continued Hoyt on the
diocesan payroll and allowed The Re-
porter to use offices in the chancery
building. Last summer the paper mov-
ed its offices a few blocks away, and a
new official diocesan paper. The New
People, was established under totally

different editorship, although also

laymen.

Some Kansas Citians believe that
Bishop Helmsing, who is regarded as

earnest and rather unworldly, did not
fully understand the implications of an
independent lay editorship at the time
when he gave approval to the paper.
Within a few months of its inception
he began to show signs of dissatisfac-

tion and reportedly tried on several

occasions to influence editorial policy.
In retrospect, friends of the paper

believe it is remarkable that a man as
cautious as Bishop Helmsing withstood
for so long a time the sometimes in-

tense pressures which fellow bishops
and irate priests and laymen exerted
on him to move against the paper. The
move, when it came earlier this year,

was also relatively mild. It consisted of
a simple public statement that the pap-
er did not in any way speak officially

for the Church or the bishop, coupled
with some passing criticisms of its

“lack of respect for authority.”

The specific issues which caused
the final rupture between the bishop
and The Reporter were two on which
he is considered quite sensitive and

^nservative — clerical celibacy and

Wh control. The articles lo which te

.portedly objected most t^re a nat-

»nal poll by a Jesuit sociologist sug-

jsting that a majority of pnests favor

relaxation of the ceUbacy laws and

le publishing of a number of articles

eatog with the possibihty of a relax-

Bishop Helmsing’s relations with

The Reporter seem to some Kansas

Citians typical of his general position

on reform — promising beginnings fol-

lowed by apparent caution and misgiv-

ings. The paper could probably not

have been started without his assis-

tance, yet ultimately he felt required

to repudiate an institution more pres-

tigious than any in his diocese.

Although the attitude of the bishop

is the key to the future of reform in

most dioceses, it is never the sole fac-

tor, even in a hierarchically structured

institution like the Catholic Church.

In Kansas City as elsewhere the pro-

gress of reform is greatly affected by

the rank and file of clergy and laity,

who can thwart the desires of even the
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of their dissatisfaction is symbolic,
stemming from the fact that Cardinal

Meyer was regularly present at paro-

chial functions in the ghetto, while

Cardinal Cody is seldom seen. The
substance of their complaints, how-

ever, is money, as it is with some inner-

city Catholics in St. Louis. The charge

is almost universally made in the inner-

city that an archdiocese with immense

financial resources is diverting relative-

ly little to the ghetto.

Some civil rights groups also ques-

tion the archbishop’s sincerity. In

December, the Austin Community Or-

ganization charged that the clergy of

Austin were giving no help to the

cause of open housing. Some priests

admitted privately that this was true

and said they were waiting for a

signal from the chancery office. Father

Egan, however, claims that he has

effectively pressured some real estate

dealers into abandoning discrimina-

tions. For ten years to come the

archbishop’s major concern wi e

Project Renewal, a plan

staggering sum of $250,000,0 or

variety of purposes. The naajor e

of these, according to critics, ®

to aid segregation, in that the bulk of
the money will finance expansion of
the Church in the all-white suburbs.

Cardinal Cody has, however, made
tangible efforts to educate the white

suburbanites on the race problem. In

January, he announced a comprehen-
sive program to be enacted in every

parish, involving parish commissions

on interracial justice, speeches and
workshops, and visits between Negro
and white Catholics. A timetable was
.set up for the program, but at least on
paper it is more ambitious and more
pointed than anything yet tried in any
"Other diocese. A similar program was
announced last year in St. Louis, but
the^ details were left vague and most
parishes are ignoring it.

Interferes With
Academic Freedom

Cardinal Cody has also provoked in
Chicago a problem totally non-existant
m St. Louis - interference by the
archdiocese in the academic freedom
of Catholic coUeges. The most notor-
ious instance of this occured last year,
when after two private expressions of
disapproval by the archbishop, St.

THEARCHDIOCESE
OF CHICAGO

Xavier College canceled a planned

forum involving several prominent
modern theologians. After news of the
cancellation reached the press, the

archbishop denied any involvement in

the affair, and the forum was held.

Subsequently, however, he is reported
to have used his influence to have
Father T. Patrick Burke, an organizer

of the forum, removed from the arch-

diocese. He is presently teaching in

Philadelphia.

In March of this year a fresh con-
troversy broke out over a directive

requiring all priests coming into Chi-

cago from outside the archdiocese to

obtain approval from the chancery

office. The order specifically exempt-
ed military chaplains but specifically

included academic personnel. Faculty
members at several local Catholic col-

leges protested this rule as potentially

aimed at controversial clerical lectur-

ers. The archbishop dismissed their

charge as groundless but failed to

reply to several requests from them
for an interview. Subsequently, it was
revealed that Father Peter O’Reilly, a
priest of the Chicago archdiocese who
led the faculty strike at St. John’s

most determined bishop by sheer

inertia.

The Laity Is Uninvolved

In Kansas City the laity are des-

cribed by those most concerned ®nnnt

reform as essentially uncommitted
and

perhaps uninterested in the great issues

which presently divide the Church.

“There is a smaU minority which is

bitterly, almost hysterically, against aU

change,*’ one man said, ;‘and a some-

what larger minority which is enthus-

iastic for it. But most people simply

do not get aroused.” Some laymen

argue that Bishop Helmsing bears at

least partial responsibility for this. He

has put into effect some very good

programs, but he has not undertaten

to articulate their meaning tor his

people. There is a strong absence of

any real spirit of renewal.”

One notable exception to this is the

Council of Catholic Laity formed earl-

ier this year by a small group of lay-

men led by an attorney, James T. Seig-

freid. Unlike the Chicago Conference

of Laymen also set up this year, the

Kansas City group is not designed to

be a totally independent lay organiza-
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tion publicly critical of the hierarchy.
Its significance lies in the fact that it

m«ks a repudiation in effect of the
old Diocesan Council of Catholic Men,
an offici^ body existing in most dio-
ceses, which is traditionally run by the
‘professional laymen,” the conserva-
tive, loyal Catholics always ready to
defer to clerical authority.

Seigfreid was the head of the exec-
utive board of the DCCM when it
voted to dissolve and reconstitute it-
self this year, partly for the symbolic
purpose of dissociating itself from the
conservative, docile image of the older
lay organization. As yet the CCL has
not defined itself, but it is expected to
be a channel for a more independent
lay voice than has existed in the past
or exists in most other dioceses.

In a few parishes progressive pastors
have allowed the laity a significant
voice in parish affairs, and Bishop
Helmsing has permitted this. (It is also
believed that he could have prevented
the dissolution of the DCCM if he had
sought to.) However, he has done little

of a positive nature to encourage lay

initiative or lay authority.

THE ARCHDIOCESE
OF KANSAS CITY

A case in point is the diocesan

school board, which includes some lay

members, one of whom is elected by
the federation of parent-teachers’ as-

sociations, the rest appointed by the

bishop. Unlike most such boards in

most dioceses, the Kansas City board
holds monthly meetings open to the
public. However, many laymen ques-

tion the extent to which it permits an
effective lay voice. Earlier this year,

when the board authorized a new ac-

counting system for the schools, the

superintendent, Msgr. Michael F. Mc-
Auliffe, and the diocesan comptroller,

Msgr. Bernard J. Koenig, refused to ac-

cept it and were ultimately upheld

by the bishop. On the other hand, pro-

tests channeled through the board

were effective in preventing the closing

of St. Ann’s school at Excelsior

Springs. In the final analysis, however,

laymen seem to have little influence

over a school system which they sup-

port financially, and in every other

way.

The president of the school board is
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Univeisity in New York last ^ar, had
been denied permission to take a
faculty ^ointment at Illinois Teach-
ers College. In May, Father O’Reilly

was offered a position at Southern
Illinois University at Edwaidsville, but
Archbishop Cody “invited” him to

return to Chicago to become an assis-

tant pastor. The Chicago Priests’

Association (see below) now has the
conflict under advisement.

In other areas as well the arch-
bfehop displays an authoritarian men-
tality which strikes progressives as a
denial of the spirit of the Council. The
Chicago archdiocese is probably not as
advanced liturgically as St. Louis, but
warnings have gone out to some inno-
vators. The archbishop is also less than
enthusiastic about joint services with
Protestants; all such events must be
specifically approved by the chancery
office and generally may not be held
in Catholic churches. Cardinal Cody
appears to loathe unfavorable public-
ity, and last year was able to persuade
the Chicago Daily News to quash a
planned series of articles by Nicholas
von Hoffman on the archdiocese,
which later appeared in the Washing-
ton Post

Opposition to Cardinal-Cody seems
more widespread, more intense, and
^ove all more organized than opposi-

tion to almost any other American
bishop. Much of this stems from un-

favorable comparisons between him
and Cardinal Meyer, who was liked

and respected for his kindliness and his

tolerant administration, which permit-

ted much autonomy and individual

initiative. (This style had its draw-

backs, as liberals concede. Cardinal

Meyer tolerated certain racist pastors

^om Archbishop Cody quickly re-

moved.) When the new archbishop

assumed direction of the see, a plan

was already well formulated to set up
the Association of Chicago Priests to

deal with the chancery over clerical

grievances and other problems. (“Not
quite a union, but the closest thing to

it in the United States,” one priest

said.) Archbishop Cody showed little

disposition to further the plan, which
Cardinal Meyer had been considering,

and 400 priests, mostly under age 50,
forced the issue in 1966 by form-
ing the organization without permis-

sion. The archbishop then announced
his support for the group. It now has

well over 1,000 members, and at its

May meeting debated a number of

civil rights issues vigorously and passed

several resolutions in support of great-

er.action by the Church in this area.

The Cardinal is said to be still un-

friendly to the organization, although

he has publicly praised it as an aid to

effective government of the archdio=-

cese. The priests in turn have so far

avoided any public conflict with him

and are proceeding cautiously.

Lay Group Opposes

Project Renewal

A less immediately successful effort

at organized initiative by the rank and

file came in April, when a group met

to form the Chicago Conference of

Laymen, the only organization of its

kind in the Country. The group’s an-

nounced intention waS to serve as an

effective voice of lay opinion indepen-

dent of the formal structure of the

Church. At its first meeting, the Con-

ference questioned certain aspects of

PrSect Renewal, including its cont-

inent to a steadily expanding Cathobc

Shool system, its faUure to incorpor-

a^rsophisticated analyses of metropol-

Msgr. Martin J. Froeschl of Independ-
ence, who is regarded by some laymen“ conservative and authoritarian.

,

especially question his apparent
lack of interest in the problems of theMer city and in integration. Several
inner-city schools which could not
^pport themselves have been closed
^spite protests by parishioners. Msgr.
FrTOschl rejects charges that this is a
policy of survival of the richest” but
made the astounding statement, in a^ch mterview in The New People,
tlmt the School Office is not essent-
ially concerned with social problems
nor the School Board. This is a broad’

concerned

Msgr. Froeschl’s Uck of understand-mg of the school problem is also evf^nt in his proposal to the school
board earUer this year that district
boundanes be established for the dioo
esan hi^ schools. The proposal was
^ally popped after it was criticized
for leading to de facto segregation.
Msgr. Froeschl acknowledged that this
possibility had not occured to him
when he made the suggestion.
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In The New People interview, Msgr.
Froeschl vigorously rejected the pro-
posal that children be allowed to cross
parish boundaries in order to bring
about racial balance in the schools.

Although conceding that the plan
might be acceptable in the inner-city

(where presumably only Negroes
would be involved and integration

would not be the result), he denied it

any scope in the suburbs and con-
cluded with a classic old-line authori-

tative pronouncement, “Parish lines

are more important than integration.”

"Indifferent" Appointments

An obvious requirement for reform
of the Church is not merely the de-

creeing of reform measures, but the

appointment of progressive men to

key positions, and in this respect

Bishop Helmsing’s record seems quite

indifferent. He seems to follow no
consistent policy of favoring either

Jiberals or conservatives, which serves

to perpetuate the uncertainties and
contradictions of the situation.

An appointment which progressives

generally found disappointing was the
consecration in April of Msgr. Joseph

V. Sullivan, chancellor of the diocese,

as auxiliary bishop and second-in-com-

^and wSe not a rigid conservative.

Sshop Sullivan is considered very

unentLsiastic about reform and is

thought to have been one of the peo-

ple most responsible for Bishop Helm-

Lig’s repudiation of

On the other hand, the new chan-

cellor is Msgr. William Baum, a Kansas

City priest who formerly served on the

American bishops’ ecumenical com-

^Ssion in Washington He has been

recalled to his home diocese and has

been named diocesan delegate to the

new inter-church federation. Msgr.

Baum is respected throughout the

United States for his learning and his

genuine commitment to ecumenism.

In general, the younger priests of

the diocese are considered quite pro-

gressive. Most were educated at Con-

ception Abbey near St. Joseph, an

institution run by the Benedictine

fathers which has been well abreast of

the new currents in the Church. De-

fenders of Bishop Helmsing see him as

genuinely permissive, giving scope to

the reformers, but also not suppressing

the older, more conservative clergy.
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consult any significant number of lay-

men about the project and its prior-

ities. The Conference also expressed

“total dissatisfaction” with the Chica-

go parochial school system because of

the lack of meaningful lay involvement

in its operation.

The archbishop did not publicly

advert to the existence of the new lay

group, but the editor of the New
World, Msgr. John M. Kelly, reacted

with a signed editorial which shocked

many people by its almost hysterical

tone and its undisguised authoritarian

tenor. He asserted that the laymen

“should stop being a superbody of

experts and watchdogs and should get

acquainted with the less spectacular

but more productive efforts of the

rest of the faithful.” To many laymen

this seemed merely a reformulation of

the cynical pre-conciliar bromide that

“the duty of the layman is to pray and

pay.” Msgr. Kelly also puzzled mem-
bers of the Conference by referring to

them as “a small group,” whereas they

actually numbered 1,500.

On July 16, the lay group held

public “hearings” on Project Renewal,

attended by 450 people. Professionals

competent in various aspects of met-

Some have interpreted his generally

cautious words as an effort to compen-

sate conservatives for his generally

progressive actions.

Early in September, 23 priests of

the diocese sent a letter to Missouri

Senator Edward V. Long in which

they urged him to vote against a tax

increase on the grounds that “we

could not in conscience pay a t^ ear-

marked for deeper involvement in the

war.” The letter concluded, “We have

decided now is the time to disavow the

policy of escalation and killing and to

promote the escalation of our domes-

tic and foreign commitment for the

improvement of life. As moral leaders

of our community we must affirm that

the main obstacle to such a policy is

the Vietnam war which defines our

nation’s victory or defeat by the kill

ratio.”

The letter was instigated by two

young priests but bore the signatures

of older priests as well, including some

chancery officials. It is a kind of docu-

ment quite unusual among American

priests.

Unlike many other bishops, whose

great concern since the Council has
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ropolitan planning testified and ex-

pressed doubts about the Project.

Commonweal magazine compared
the laymen’s actions to the historic

protests against taxation without

representation.

Although the most frequent criti-

cisms of the plan center on its alleged

lack of concern for the problems of
integration, the archbishop lauded the
project in April in an appearance with
civil rights leaders before the Greater
Lawndale Conservation Commission.
(At the same time he expressed full

support for priests involved in poverty
programs.) Critics believe one of the
worst facets of the Project is its

tendency to overshadow all other
Catholic activities in Chicago, as indi-

cated in the archbishop’s speech. They
also object to the use of the term
“renewal” for a fund-raising program,
after it has been hallowed as a designa-
tion for reform of the Church in the
spirit of the Vatican Council.

The Spirit of Revolt
The spirit of revolt is strong in

Chicago, as it is in many other places
in the contemporary Church. Just as
the Midwest was the center of slow
progress before the Vatican Council,

been to prevent liturgical “excesses.”
Bishop Helmsing last year sent a circu-
lar letter to all his priests chiding them
on the slowness of liturgical reform in
some parishes. There have been no
known instances of priests being disci-

plined for liturgical experimentation,
as there have been in St. Louis, for ex-
ample. Masses in private homes among
small groups of friends are permitted,
although they are discouraged or for-

bidden elsewhere. However, in his fun-
eral sermon for Cardinal Ritter in St.
Louis in June, Bishop Helmsing stres-

sed heavily the need ot respect lor
authority and the need to curb exces-
sive zeal for change.

Opening the “Year of Faith” pro-

claimed by Pope Paul on June 19,

Bishop Helmsing included among his

prayers the petition that those misled
by “exaggerations” of Council teach-
ings would cease to doubt their faith

and would return to “unity and bal-

ance.” Although he counterposed this

petition with one calling on all Catho-
lics to recognize renewal as the work
of God, it seemed evident that his

prayer was meant to focus again on

liberal “excesses.”

THE ARCHDIOCESE
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so now it is probably the center of the
sharpest conflicts between the author-

ities and the rank and file priests and
laymen. The theory of “rising expec-

tations” invoked by sociologists to

explain revolutions is obviously applir

cable. As a layman writing recently in

Commonweal said, “Before the mono-
lithic structure of the Church began to

crack we were very content with our

lot: to be a Catholic was to be re-

pressed. .But Vatican II opened our
eyes .... Maybe some of us felt too
free too soon, as subsequent events

testify, but ... we caugjit a glimpse

of what our Catholicism could be.

When the door closed on that sight we
were left in a rebellious mood.”

The expressions which this rebel-

lious mood take will continue to vary
widely. Among laymen and clerics,

there is virtual certainty that the ac-

tions of the bishops will be subjected

to continual critical scrutiny and their

decrees frequently challenged. In

many cases the protestor is injured.

But in each such collision, even those

in which the authorities are appar-

ently victorious, the governing struc-

ture will also suffer — and thus

change.

THEARCHDIOCESE
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At present the formal* program of

renewal is centered in the diocesan

synod, which is supposed to meet in

December, but which many people

think will have to be postponed to

allow more time for preparation. The
synod program is similar to Operation

Renewal in St. Louis, in that numer-

ous district commissions have been set

up to make suggestions about all as-

pects of Church life. Individuals also

have been encouraged to submit sug-

gestions, and various specialized com-

missions have been established to deal

with specific aspects of reform. Bishop

Helmsing has shown genuine interest

in the operation, and some important

suggestions have so far emerged, but

critics of the program insist that it is

.unwieldy and that pointed ideas tend

to become obliterated in the maze of

committees and reports. Some com-
mittees are believed to be doing good
work, while others are barely function-

ing. The results seem likely to be med-
iocre and undramatic.

(Continued on next page)
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Bishop Helmsin^s moderation,

coupled with his apparent natural

aloofness from his people, have failed^

to arouse enthusiastic support foij^
administration, either from the li^t

or the left His style of operation has

permitted real change, even if the

commitment behind it seems less than
total. There are few other bishops in

America about whom as much can be
said, a

THE ST. LOUIS REPORT:

Among the half-million Catholics
of the archdiocese of St Louis the
most common subject of speculation
this summer is the possible identity of
their next archbishop, who will prob-
ably be named by Pope Paul VI before
the end of the year.

For 21 years before his unexpected
death from a heart attack on June 10,
the archdiocese was governed by Card-
inal Joseph E. Ritter (named a cardinal
by Pope John XXIII in 1960), whose
opposition to segregation and right-to-
work laws, encouragement of modern
church architecture and innovations
in Uturgy (the official ritual of the
Church), warm relations with Protes-
tant and Jewish leaders, and general
openness to change made St. Louis
one of the most progressive American
dioceses long before the Second Vati-
can Council of 1962-65.

During the Council The New York-
er's pseudonymous Xavier Rynne,
perhaps the most widely read of the
Council reporters, wrote that Cardinal
Ritter had been the most impressive
American delegate. He spoke on al-

most every major issue, always on the
^de of reform, and used his influence
behind the scenes to further reform
measures. The St. Louis archdiocese
came to be thought of as a model of
reform for the entire country.

Nevertheless, for most people the
forthcoming appointment probably
has only temporary interest; they have
no direct contact with their archbish-
op and are perhaps little affected by
what he says or does. Catholics who
are informed about ecclesiastical af-

fairs, however, recognize that the char-
acter of the new prelate will probably
have momentous consequences for the
Church in the entire Midwest and
beyond.

There are at present a handful of

known progressive bishops in the

United States, and the appointment
of one of these would be a signal

that the relative liberalism of the

Church in St. Louis would probably
continue. These prelates especially

include: Archbishop Paul J. Hallinan

of Atlanta; Bishop Ernest J. Primeau
of Manchester, N. H.; Bishop John J.

Wright of Pittsburg; Bishop Victor
J. Reed of Oklahoma City-Tulsa; and
Bishop Charles A. Buswell of Pueblo,
Colorado.

From the standpoint of the future
of reform. Cardinal Ritter’s death was
untimely. Until June the Pope’s offic-

ial representative to the American
Church — the Apostolic Delegate —
was Archbishop Egidio Vagnozzi, who
has been named a cardinal and has
returned to Rome to accept a Vatican
post. His advice, however, will no
doubt still carry serious weight with
the Pope in the choosing of a new
Mchbishop for St. Louis. Cardinal
Vagnozzi, formerly based in Washing-
ton, is an uncompromising ecclesias-
tical reactionary, opposed to virtually
eveiy major change of the Second
Vatican Council. During his nine-year
tenure in America (he was appointed
by Pope John), he is thought to have
often prevented the promotion of lib-
eral priests to the office of bishop,
pother voice which will no doubt
have much influence is that of Card-
mal John P. Cody, archbishop of
Cmcago, who is a former St. Louisan,
^though not a reactionary, Cardinal
Cody is also not a partisan of reform.

Lay Voice Unwelcome
In late June, 37 St. Louisans — 30

laymen, five priests, one nun, and one
brother, — presented a letter to the
American bishop’s conference expres-
sing deep admiration for the late
Cardinal and asking, in the spirit of
the Second Vatican Council, to be
3llowed a voice in the selection of
his successor.

Before the letter was published,
however, Auxiliary Bishop Glennon P.

Flavin - who was about to leave St.

Louis to assume new duties as bishop
of Lincoln, Nebraska - and Msgr.
James T. Curtin, archdiocesan superin-

tendent of schools, attempted to dis-

courage the project. They persuaded
several of the priests and nuns involved

not to sign the letter, although several

priests allowed their signatures to re-

main. The incident gives some indica-

tion of the forces of reaction which
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seem ready to assert themselves in the

St. Louis archdiocese.

On July 22, a group of 33 laymen

issued a public statement countering

this petition and expressing confidence

in the Church’s “divinely established

hierarchical structure.” They termed

the proposal “ill-advised” and expres-

sed the belief that the majority of

Catholics in the archdiocese “are pres-

ently satisfied with the way bishops

are selected” i.e., by the Pope, after

secret recommendations from other

bishops.

Organizer of the counter-petition,

which was sent to the National Coun-

cil of Bishops, was Harvey J. Johnson,

director of the Central CathoUc Union

of America, with headquarters in St.

Louis. This organization has heavy

German-American membership and

has generally espoused a conservative

political and economic phdosophy

through its magazine, Socid

Review. UntU the 1950’s the officid

name of the .T/it is

in German, despite the fact that

an American group.

Another signer of the petition

Dr Charles Jost of Normandy, a prom-

inent and vociferous nght-winger^ All

but three of the signers reside in St.

Louis suburbs. Here “S elsewhere con-

servatism on political issues seems to

Te closely tied with conservatism on

ecclesiastical issues.
rnnst rnm

Following the pattern most com-

mon in the American
JJ"

years, the government of

diocese of St. Louis wiU probably go

to a moderate prelate who ,s not

publicly identified as an enemy of

reform; but is also not a recognized

liberal. The thorough liberal^ation of

the American hierarchy is thought to

be unlikely until the present older gen-

eration of prelates - especially Card-

inal Francis J. Spellman of New York

and Cardinal James F. McIntyre of Los

Angeles — have passed from the scene

and a more liberal Apostolic Delegate

has been appointed and has familiariz-

ed himself with the American church.

On July 5, Archbishop Luigi Rai-

mondi was transfered from the post of

Apostolic Delegate to Mexico to suc-

ceed Cardinal Vagnozzi. So far, little

is known of his character or policies,

although he is certain to be more lib-

eral than his predecessor.

In recent weeks speculation about

Cardinal Ritter’s successor has cent-

ered on Archbishop James J. Byrne of

Dubuoue. who is considered rather
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conservative. A name frequently men-
tioned as a possibility is that of 59-

year-old Bishop Charles H. Helmsing
of Kansas City-St, Joseph, who was
Archbishop Ritter’s private secretary

in the late 1940’s and then served

under him as auxiliary bishop. Bishop*

Helmsing is believed to have been

Cardinal Ritter’s personal choice as his

successor. In western Missouri he has

compiled a progressive record, but
strikes many persons there as being

less than fully committed to reform.

Preaching at Cardinal Ritter’s funeral

on June 15, he praised recent changes

in the Church but chose as his script-

ural text for the occasion a passage

from St. Paul which stressed the need

for obedience to authority. He warned

against excesses of reform and criti-

cized those who interpret Vatican II

as a license for sweeping changes in

the Church.
If Bishop Helmsing should in fact

be appointed archbishop of St, Louis,

his sermon would have immediate rele-

vance, and there were priests in attend-

ance at the funeral who probably

thought his words were directed at

them. For despite Cardinal Ritter’s

undoubted liberalism, there were those

hi the archdiocese, both clergy and

lay, who believed that his enthusiasm

for reform was cooling during the last

year of his life. A group of highly

placed priests seem determined to pre-

vent what they consider excesses on

the part of some other priests. These

self-styled moderates (described by

their critics as conservatives) are in

definite ascendency. Even a strongly

reform-minded new archbishop would

probably have difficulty imposing his

ideas on a reluctant chancery office.

(The chancery office is the bureauc-

racy of officials, mostly priests, who
do much of the actual work of govern-

ing the archdiocese.) A cautious or

conservative prelate will no doubt

bring about further retrenchments,

and this will have repercussions else-

where, since St. Louis has been taken

as a model by Catholics all over the

country. In any case the prospects for

a new period of dramatic reform, such

as that in 1962-65, seem slight, at

least for the foreseeable future. The

liberal faction of the clergy is out of

power, its leaders in obvious disfavor.

Interim Rule Conservative

The administrator of the archdio-

cese until the appointment of a new
archbishop is Auxiliary Bishop George
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J. Gottwald, who is considered quite

conservative. He is forbidden by
Church law to alter any major policies

of the previous archbishop, but will

certainly not encourage or permit in-

novations during his tenure.

The liberal wing of the St. Louis

clergy, those who regard the task of
reform as having barely begun, was set

back most severely during the past
year by the reassignment, for disciplin-

ary purposes, of several highly-placed
priests who were thoroughly commit-
ted to continuing reform.

The man most harshly dealt with
was Father David T, Thomas, a priest

in his early forties who was serving in

the strategic post of assistant chancel-

lor of the archdiocese in charge of
liturgical activities. In the spring of
1966, Father Thomas was exiled to
the chaplaincy of a convent at rural
O’Fallon, Missouri, and has been pro-
hibited from speaking publicly, al-

though he is permitted to lecture at
the convent.

Father Thomas’ major offense
seems to have been his permissive
attitude towards liturgical experimen-
tation. He is also said to have angered
older priests and certain prominent
laymen by his frank and sometimes
caustic criticisms of their conserva-
tism. Archdiocesan officials attribute
his removal to his manner of dealing
with these people, but critics of the
move suggest that if an acerbic manner
were a consistent grounds for remov-
ing priests half the parishes in the
archdiocese would be without pastors.

Another liberal priest who was
disciplined was Father Francis J.

Matthews, the director of archdiocesan
radio and television activities, who was
removed from that post in the fall of
1966 and transferred to a suburban
pastorate. This past September he
announced that he was leaving the
priesthood. His assistant for radio and
TV Work, Father John P. Daly, was
also removed last year and is now a
hospital chaplain.

A fourth archdiocesan official who
was transferred was Father Raymond
F. Rustige, associate editor of the
archdiocesan newspaper, the Review,
who was named “administrator” (a
title implying lack of tenure) of a
large, predominantly Negro city par-

ish. Father Rustige, a classmate of
Father Thomas at Kenrick Seminary,
had been passed over for the editor-

ship of the Review in 1964 and was

dismissed last year, reportedly for
having criticized the tendency of the
new editor. Father Thomas J. Heder-
man, to take strong liberal stands on
political questions and on matters

affecting the whole Church, while

ignoring certain significant issues in

the St. Louis archdiocese.

The most recent transfer, in April,

was that of Father Michael P. Gibson,
a Kenrick classmate of Father Mat-
titiews, who was removed from the

pastorate of an inner-city parish and
named “temporary administrator” of a

suburban parish. Later, he was reas-

signed as a hospital chaplain, a post

traditionally reserved for priests who
are aged or ill. Father Gibson’s

offense was also liturgical — he intro-

duced certain changes in the form of

receiving communion at a Mass he

celebrated for a group of young men
studying for the priesthood. Father

Gibson reportedly acknowledged the

innovation when charged with it, but

his supporters believe that his “con-

viction” was a foregone conclusion, in

that he was given a hearing before

three conservative pastors, including

Auxiliary Bishop Glennon P. Flavin,

whose disapproval of any irregularity

was almost certain. Father Gibson

was, nonetheless, the only one of the

four priests who was formally charged

with improper actions and the only

one given an opportunity of defending

himself.

In the past two years two priest-

teachers -* one a music professor at

Kenrick, the other a religion teacher at

DuBourg High School — were removed

from their academic posts because

their ideas were considered too con-

troversial. Both are reported to have

been removed on short notice, on the

basis of rumors and complaints, which

they were given no chance to refute.

Father Gibson’s dismissal was in

accordance with a letter from the

Cardinal, sent to all priests in October,

which shocked many progressives by

its harsh tone. In it he threatened

removal of any priest engaged in un-

authorized liturgical experimentation

and spoke of “my obligation to see

that our people are not victimized by

those with a flair for the singular and

unauthorized . . . .
” The language of

the letter and its authoritarian tone

made it a document which could easily

have originated in Los Angeles or New
York. It seemed a drastic change from

the genial, open, tolerant cardinal of

the Council years.
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Critics of pi^nt polices' of the

archdiocese surest- that the conflict is

not between piogressivism and conser-

vatism as these terms are understood

in other parts of the country, but

rather between progress closely con-

trolled by the central authority and

progress involving a certain amount of

grass roots initiative. For the dissatis^

fied, the lessening of authoritarianism

and the encoun^ement of initiative

among ordinary priests and laymen
was one of the main ideas of the
Council and is one of the major
themes of modem theology. They be-
lieve that in St. Louis conciliar reforms
are being enacted in an authoritarian
pre-conciliar spirit. (An unintention-
ally comic instance of this was the
announcement earlier this year that
assistant pastors in the archdiocese
would henceforth be known as “asso-
ciate pastors,” to emphasize that they
share in the authority of the pastor.
However, the chancery hastened to
explain that the title carried no new
powers or responsibilities.)

One of the causes of Father Thom-
as removal was his willingness to
tolerate the practice of some priests
of celebrating the entire Mass in Eng-
lish, while the crucial central portion
(the Canon) was still authorized only
m Latin. Less than a year after his
dismissal the American bishops rerjues-
ted an all-English Mass, and in May
their request was granted by the Pope.
Other unauthorized experiments, like
Father Gibson’s allowing seminarians
to administer the communion bread to
themselves after he had consecrated it,

or the unauthorized giving of the comi-
munion cup to the laity, are changes
to which there is no real theological
obstacle and which in time are also
likely to receive at least limited of-
ficial approval.

Critics of the dismissed priests
argue that the chanceiy office has no
right to tolerate deviations from rules
which only Rome can suspend, and
Cardinal Ritter was undoubtedly sen-
sitive to the opinions of Archbishop
Vagnozzi, who is reported to have
reacted very strongly to an ecumenical
wedding authorized by the Cardinal
four years ago, at which Father Rust-
ige and an Episcopal priest jointly
officiated. (The experiment has not
been repeated.)

However, defenders of the disci-

plined priests, while admitting that
archdiocesan officials cannot tolerate

flagrant violations of the rules, believe

that they have assumed the role of

zealous and enthusiastic enforcers of

them, seeking out and punishing

even relatively obscure infractions,

such as -masses celebrated for small

groups in private homes, which were

among the experiments prohibited in

the Cardinal^s October letter. These

progressives argue that a tone of per-

missiveness is called for in the present

period of ferment, and they cannot

understand why the careers of dedi-

cated priests should be harmed merely

because they were slightly in advance

of the thinking of most of their con-

temporaries. Even conservative btur-

gists, who now oppose “far out”

changes, were regarded with great sus-

picion by many bishops as recently as

seven or ei^t years ago, and some of

the theologians whose writings shaped

the decrees of Vatican II were in

trouble with their superiors only a few
years before the Council. It is depresr

sing to many reformers that the les^

sons implied in such anomalies have

apparently not been learned.

The official attitude of the arch-

diocese towards liturgy also strikes the

dissatisfied progressives as highly legal-

istic, another characteristic of the pre-

counciliar Church which many people

hoped had been expunged. Father
Gibson, for example, was reported to

be extremely well Iflced and effective

with his Negro parishioners, yet his

mimstry was abmptly destroyed be-

cause he violated certain rules which
the Pope might well change tomorrow.
The implication of his case and others

seems to be that in the chancery office

obedience to the letter of the law still

takes precedence over all other values.

“Centralized control” is the phrase

used most often by the liberals in

reference especially to the priests in

the chancery office who help formu-
late and administer episcopal policy.

“Far-reaching changes may eventually

come,” one priest says, “but if they do
they will be dictated from the chan-

cery office.” After Father Thomas was
dismissed, the power of granting per-

mission for liturgical experiment was
vested in the chancellor, Msgr. William

M. Drumm, who is cautious, conser-

vative, and not a liturgist. Subsequent-

ly, a detailed guide to authorized litur-

gical practice was issued to all priests.

In April the Cardinal forbade, in the

name of the bishops of Missouri, a

planned convention of students for the

priesthood from all over the state,

asserting that they should not meet

until the bishops themselves had first

discussed the problems of seminarians.

Conventions had been tolerated, if not

authorized, for two years previously.

Early last year nineteen priests, m-

cluding Fathers Matthews, Thomas,

and Rustige, presented a letter to the

Cardinal, couched in respectful terms,

in which they praised reforms which

had already taken place in the arch-

diocese but pointed out what they

considered inadequacies in the easting

programs to educate priests in the

‘‘new Church.” Their initiative was not

welcomed, and chancety officials were

reported to have disparaged the

“loyalty” of the nineteen. Despite its

reputatton for liberalism the "ch-

diLese was slow in authonzmg the

itabUshment of an elected group of

Tjriests to meet regularly on matters of

Lncern to the clergy. A purely advis-

OT ioup was set up earUer th.s y^r

iVr several other

taken the step,
being

cautiously, ^^it/deliberations.
reluctant to

centralization
To many persons the cenua

of the archdiocese is most cle^ly

exemplified in Msgr. Joseph W. Baker,

afofficial of the archdiocesan mar-

and vice-chanman of the

Sumenical Commission (the Cardinal
Ecumen

Baker, who was a
was chairrnan^Msgr^^

Fathers Thomas

^TSige was one of the Cardinal’s
and Rus g

. Council and was
advisors trusted con-

SS a't the tillt’e^f his death. (He

““ow thought to be the priest most

Seely to succeed Bishop Flavin as

^xihary bishop.) Msgr, Baker is

karned, intelligent, and progressive m
Ss theology, but epitomizes the auth-

oritarian attitudes which seem increas-

inelv to characterize the chancery

office He defends the disciplining of

liturgiwl innovators as being necessaty

to protect the laity from possible

harmful changes and refers to the

innovators as “amateurs with no lit-

urgical competence.” He insists that

“nothing valuable liturgically can de-

velop outside the mainstream of the

Church” and believes that would-be

experimenters should make sugges-

tions to the prefper authorities, who

will evaluate them in time.

Msgr. Baker seems to exemplify

well the principle that yesterday s

liberals are today’s conservatives. He

points out that he espoused liturgical

-.frirni Af-.iimenism. and other advan-
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popular. His rise in the Church is

partly due to his ability to grasp new

concepts and apply them. He stood

out as a young, specially trained priest

at a time when many of the older

clergy saw profession^ liturgists and

other “experts” as dangers to the

Church. Now he comes close to im-

plying that the Church should be

governed by experts like himself, work-

ing closely with progressive bishops.

Ecumenism Favored

Ecumenism — the relations of CaA-

olics with members of other denomin-

ations — seems to be one area of

Church life in which the archdiocese

is quite open and unrestrictive. Some

people attribute this to the fact that

Msgr. Baker is directly responsible for

this area and the late Cardinal trusted

his judgment implicitly.

However, some members of the St.

Louis Jewish community believe that

the archdiocese generally and Msgr

Baker in particular are more concerned

over good relations with Protestants

than with Jews. Many cler^, for

example, have never seen the “Guid^

lines on Catholic-Jewish Relations

published in March by the American

bishops.

Those who are disgruntled with the

state of the archdiocese also believe

that the Cardinal, for all his genuine

belief in reform, was often more toler-

ant of conservative pecadilloes than of

Uberal ones. One rather elderly subur-

ban pastor, who contemptuously refer-

red to the new-style altars as “iroimg

boards” within hearing of his parish-

ioners, was subsequently made a mon-

signor and dean of the clergy of his

district. Despite his well-known lack

of sympathy for the civil rights move-

ment, he was also named to the

Archdiocesan Human Rights Commis-

sion, which was set up to promote

integration. In at least a few parishes

Mass is not yet celebrated with the

priest facing the congregation (as the

new liturgy requires), and m^y of the

clergy, especially well established mid-

dle-aged pastors, have conformed only

minimally to the mandatory liturgic^

changes and do not disguise their

distaste for them. Such conservatism

has not been a barrier to promotion —

Bishop Flavin and Bishop Gottwald

are both considered unsympathetic

even to those reforms already enacted,

although as loyal priests they have

accepted them.

The new concept of the laity which
developed out of the Council is to

many laymen perhaps the most impor-
tant aspect of the whole of Aggiorna-
mento. (An Italian word for “up-
dating” which has become the unof-

ficial term for post-conciliar reform.)

Post-conciliar theology draws away
from describing the Church as a hier-

archical structure, although it certain-

ly is that, and speaks of it instead as

“the people of God.” Innumerable
speeches at the Council and several

Council decrees give unprecedented
emphasis to the rights of laymen and
the necessity for lay initiative in the
Church.

Liberal "Review"
a Clerical Preserve

But in St. Louis, many laymen have
encountered what they consider solid

opposition to these notions oh the
part of archdiocesan officials. Even in
some conservative dioceses lay editor-

ship of the diocesan newspaper has
long been established, but the Review
remains a clerical preserve. Despite
the existence of a competent lay
staff, when the editorship fell vacant
in 1964, the Cardinal chose Father
Hederman, a nuddle-aged suburban
pastor with no journalistic experience.
(Msgr. Baker explains the appointment
by saying that no laymen were avail-

able who were familiar with diocesan
affairs.) When Father Hederman was
killed in a car accident on August 18,
it seemed logical that the paper’s lay
staff should have responsibility for
its operation until the appointment of
a new archbishop. Instead, a tempor-
ary clerical overseer was appointed in
the person of Father Edward J.

O’Donnell, a young priest who already
has several other administrative jobs.

Father Hederman’s death was very
untimely from the point of view of the
paper’s future. A new archbishop de-
termined to alter its basic editorial
policies can now do so by the ‘*rou-

tine” appointment of a new editor.

Readers of the Review^ which was
voted the nation’s best Catholic newsr
paper last year,* did not detect any
diminution of quality under Father
Hederman’s editorship, except its si-

lence on certain controversial issues

within the archdiocese. At the same
time conservative priests and laymen
are violently critical of the paper’s

overall political and theological liberal-

ism. Subscriptions are supposed to be

mandatory for every Catholic family.

THE ARCHDIOCESE
OFST LOUIS

with the parish paying if necessary,

but some conservative pastors are

known to pnme their parish lists to
protect their parishioners from the
Review’s influence. This is another

deviation to the right which liberals

point out the chancery office has been
willing to overlook.

With the Cardinal’s death, the

Review appears to be becoming more
cautious. In late July it printed an

editorial relative to the two contra-

dictory petitions on choosing a new
archbishop. Although acknowled^g
the laymen’s right to have some voice,

it rejected the suggestion that this be

immediately applied in the St. Louis

situation by warning against the pos-

sibility of “a popularity contest.” The
editorial also implied that the 37 peti-

tioners had advocated a vote for the

new archbishop, which they had not.

When Father Matthews was dismis-

sed from his radio and television job

last year it again seemed logical that a

layman with technical competence and

experience should be chosen, but the

Cardinal appointed instead Father

O’Donnell. Like Father Hederman,

Father O’Donnell seems competent,

but many laymen wonder why, in the

midst of a growing shortage of priests,

clerics should be put into jobs which

professionally trained laymen could

fill as well or better. Father O’Don-

nell’s appointment seems to have de-

finite ideological implications. Father

Matthews shortly before his removal

instituted a weekly television program-

called “The Church Is You,” wWch
featured frank discussion of sensitive

topics, sometimes by controversial per-

sons from outside the archdiocese.

Before it went off for the summer,

however, the program had been toned

down considerably and had featured

a steady procession of chancery

officials.

This penchant for thrusting only

in clerical administrators extends

throughout the archdiocese. Certain

charitable institutions are run on a day

to day basis by experienced lay social

workers, but in each agency ultimate

authority is vested in a priest, who

sometimes knows less about the work-

ings of the agency than its lay staff.

Throughout the extensive archdioce-

san school system only one Catholic

high school has ever had a lay princi-

pal, an experimental school for slum

youth. (The first lay principal, a Ne-

gro, resigned with his staff after a
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year, charging lack of cooperation on
the part of the archdiocese. A second
lay principal, also a Ne|ro, was ap-

pointed, but the school is now being

reduced to junior-high level.)

In 1965 a group of 19 laymen, nine

priests, and one nun su^ested to the

Cardinal the convening of a “little

council” in the archdiocese to consider
the problems of reform. The sugges-

tion was received by the Cardinal

enthusiastically and was given consid-
erable national publicity. The initi-

ators began drawing up plans, but
shortly found the Cardinal’s interest

cooling. He made certain objections to
the plans as submitted, some of which
the planners conceded were valid, but
avoided any further meetings with the
leaders. Gradually * the project died of
attrition. Its instigators believe the
Cardinal’s change of heart stemmed
from two causes — the fear of some
chancery officials that laymen were
getting control of the machinery of
reform and the jealousy of the older,

conservative lay organizations in the
archdiocese, left over from the days
when “lay initiative” was a phrase
seldom heard.

The Cardinal subsequently set up
Operation Renewal, under the direc-
tion of the conservative Bishop Flavin.
This project essentially consists of a
series of assemblies, on parish, district,

and archdiocesan levels, at which
priests and laymen debate proposals
and vote on whether to submit them
to the Cardinal for his consideration.
Critics object to it on several grounds
- that its complex, graded structure
tends to cause radical ideas to become
lost or watered down, that priests are
able to dominate some parish assemb-
lies, and that the whole plan involves
seemingly interminable delays (the fin-

^ ^^chdiocesan assembly has been
mdefmitely postponed). When relig-
ious orders within the archdiocese
were invited to elect delegates to the
assembly, two orders of priests were
told by the chancery office that
the men they had elected were
unacceptable.

This seemingly pervasive mistrust of
laymen on the part of the chancery
oitice was expressed last year in a
letter from Msgr. Baker published in
the Review, in which he objected to
the use of the term “lay theologian”
to refer to college theology teachers
with master’s degrees in theology.
He disparaged the programs in which
such degrees are awarded and revived
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the old notion, which many Catholic

educators had thought was long laid to
rest, that the ordinary seminary educa-
tion of priests involves the equivalent
of a graduate degree in theology. Msgr.
Baker has also expressed the opinion

that much of the upheaval in the
American Church is caused by incom-
petent college theology teachers who
misinte^ret the Council and the new
theologians. In his letter he also accus-
ed the lay teachers of “playing God
with people’s lives,” apparently a ref-

erence to the interest some of them
had expressed, in a Review article,

in stimulating students to new ways of
thinking. The phrase struck liberals as
odd coming from a man who has
defended the dismissal of dissident
priests and denies the ability of ordin-
ary priests and laymen to take the
initiative in the Church.

In April, the Review published an
account of a new book by James M.
I^e, chairman of the department of
education at Notre Dame University,
questioning the present form of the
Catholic school system in America.
Citing among other items Dr. Lee’s
contentions that the schools need
greater coordination of purpose” and

that laymen should be given primary
responsibility for school finances, the
archdiocesan school board issued a
letter to all pastors stating that “the
oard rejects all these criticisms as

totally irresponsible statements.” The
etter also criticized the Review for

given publicity to the book.

,

though the board includes several
laymen, appointed by the Cardinal,
there were reportedly no dissents to
the letter.

The letter was rumored to be the
work of Msgr. James T. Curtin, super-
intendent of schools and one of the
Cardinal s closest advisors, whose ac-
tions exemplify some of the contradic-
tions in the St. Louis situation. Earlier
this year Msgr. Curtin’s office spons-
ored a lecture in St. Louis by Father
Charles Curran, a theology professor
at the Catholic University of America
in Washington, who was fired from the
University in April because of his
liberal views, but was later rehired
after the faculty and students of the
University struck. Last year, however,
Msgr. Curtin is reportedly to have
quietly undermined plans for an as-

sembly of high school students, be-
cause one of the lay organizers of the
abortive “little council” was to speak.

In June, Msgr. Curtin gave public

approval to a plan for elected lay

school boards in each parish, although

he said he did not favor replacing the

present appointive central board.

Slow on Innovations

St. Louis liberals believe that events

in St. Louis suggest that when the

chancery office thinks of laymen, they

continue to think of the pre-conciliar

lay ideal - docile, cautious, and loyal.

Those laymen who have regular access

to the chancery and whose advice is

sought are almost exclusively wealthy,

conservative businessmen and physi-

cians. A puzzling aspect of the Cardin-

al’s October letter on the litur©' was

his reference to innovations “which

have deservedly caused wonderment

among the faithful.” In virtu^y every

case the innovations referred to had

been tried among selected groups of

“faithful” who were enthusiastic

about them. The whole aim

cal
jtualSe mean-

tempt to make the ritual m
ingful to the congregation. T

grows that while
initiate

the archdiocese was willing ^
reforms which disturbed many Cetho-

fc?The chancery is now becomme

oh^ssedly vieilan. agahia* “PJ*
-8

charpicious of all change, c

this a valid concern, but beli en-

couragement should be given to the

substantial body of laymen

the need for further change and wish

to be a meaningful part ‘

numbers of younger Catholics, for

example, are alienated at ^bat they

consider the slow pace of reform, an

alienation which Msgr. Baker ascribes

to “ignorance.”

A concern for the sensibilities of

conservative laymen also marks the

present racial policy of the archdio-

cese, in contrast to 1947, when the

archbishop used threats of ecclesias-

tical censure against Catholics who

failed to accept integration. With full

approval St. Louis priests and nuns

have participated in the Selma March

and other demonstrations, wliich pro-

duced many angry reactions in St.

Louis. At present^ the Human Rights

Commission sees its major task as the

persuasion and education of white

people, an activity which in the long

mn may be the most useful one which

the Church can undertake.

Father O’Donnell, who is assistant

secretary of the Commission, says his

group does not oppose militancy and

Midwest
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sometimes supports it, but in a racial

situation thus far less tense than that

in many other cities it seeks to be a

mediating influence and to avert crises

before they start. Housing has been a

major concern, and Father O’Donnell

says the commission has had limited

success in persuading realtors to accept

open-housing principles. Negroes have

begun to trickle into the white suburbs

in small numbers, and in some places

they have been accepted, partly

through the efforts of the local parish.

On the other hand Daniel F. Sheehan,

a St. Louis realtor who is prominent in

archdiocesan councils, has been a vig-

orous opponent of national fair-hous-

ing legislation.

The St. Louis archdiocese was the

first in the nation, four years ago, to

institute a policy of purchasing only

from firms with fair-employment poli-

cies. In 1965, the Cardinal outlined to

pastors a program which each parish

was expected to institute, in which

parish meetings and commissions were

to be organized, home and parish visits

with Negroes set up, and attempts

made to influence neighborhood lead-

ers to accept integration.

No timetable was established, and

critics of the program say its major

weakness is its total dependence on

the good will of the individual pastors,

which is often non-existent. Despite

Ihe strong stand of the archdiocese in

favor of civU rights, there are parishes

where the subject is never mentioned

from the pulpit and in which the

pastor privately expresses his lack of

sympathy for Negro rights. Priests

who are unable or unwilling to cope

with the migration of Negroes into

their parishes are usually transferred

to suburban pastorates, which in the

minds of most people constitutes a

promotion. A whole host of priests

are members of the Missouri Atliletic

Club, an institution so rigidly segrega-

ted that it once refused admission to

a Negro newspaper reporter sent to

cover a story.

Father O’Donnell acknowledges

some of these contradictions, but says

the archdiocese does not wish to use

coercion where persuasion may be pos-

sible. Critics see this as merely another

example of the chancery’s greater sen-

sitivity to excesses on the left than on

the right — priests may be disciplined

for experimenting with the liturgy,

but not for supporting segregated

institutions.

In general, Father O’Donnell pur-
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sues a cautiously liberal policy, in

which he seems to be as concerned
with maintaining the archdiocesQ^’s

good image as he is in aiding integra-

tion. In late August, shortly after

being appointed overseer of the Re-
view^ he reviewed several books for

the newspaper dealing with the race

issue. Although praising Martin Luther
King strongly. Father O’Donnell took
pains to point out that the participa-

tion of St. Louis priests and nuns in

the Selma March was not “official”

and he went on to disparage the
importance of such demonstrations.
He also seemed offended by a book by
a Catholic sociologist claiming what
most informed laymen consider self-

evident - that the official Church,
especially the bishops, has not done all

it could have to support the Negro
cause or change white opinion. In their
public statements both Father O’Don-
nell and Msgr. Baker tend to reiterate

the Church’s achievements in this re-

spect and ignore its failures, except in
the most general way.

Ghetto Work Ambivalent

The record of the ‘archdiocese in

inner-city work is also mixed. In two
instances the Cardinal passed over the
usual line of clerical seniority to pro-
mote dynamic young priests to ghetto
pastorates, but as secretary of the
Human Rights Commission he ap-
pointed Father Francis M. Doyle, a
middle-aged suburban pastor with no
experience in racial problems. Some
priests also complain that although the
Cardinal once asked for clerical volun-
teers for inner-city work, he ignored
many of those who responded. Several
inner-city parishes have outstanding
programs, but while the archdiocese
approves of them fully it is often
criticized for not giving these parishes
greater financial aid. A recently an-
nounced projection of expenditures
allots a million dollars to the inner city

over the next five years. While 7.2
million will be spent for expansion of
the high school system in predomin-
antly wliite areas.

In the ghetto the chancery also

seeks to avoid radicalism. When Father
Donald Heck, a young priest, sided

with his parishioners in a public dis-

pute with the St. Louis Housing Auth-
ority, he was quickly transferred to
the suburbs.

Despite the fact that in practice he
was not as liberal as he was sor^etimes
pictured. Cardinal Ritter leaves behind

THEARCHDIOCESE
OF ST LOUIS

one of the most progressive American

dioceses. (At least a few others, how-
ever, have surpassed St. Louis in this

respect.) Even those whose desire for

far-reaching, reforms met with resist

tance from the archdiocese, or who
were casualties in the eternal conflict

of conservatives and reformers, ac-

knowledge that his achievements, both

before and during the Council, were

considerable and that he deserved to

be ranked among the leading American

bishops of his day, a man who was on

the whole a beneficent influence on

the American Church.

They also recognize that despite his

conservative tendencies, manifested

from time to time, he was himself

suspected of excessive liberalism by

some other prelates. They will un-

doubtedly be an effort by Cardinal

Vagnozzi and others to obtain the

appointment of an archbishop to curb

what are regarded as dangerous tend-

encies in the Church in St. Louis.

Precisely because the St. Louis arch-

diocese has been more receptive to

change than most other parts of the

American Church, it has been the

scene of some of the most significant

clashes. During the past year, eight

priests of liberal bent abandoned their

ministries, either with or without per-

mission. (Similar defections have oc-

cured in most other dioceses.) More

such “resignations” are likely, espec-

ially perhaps if a new archbishop

attempts in any serious way to turn

back the clock on the reforms already

enacted. In many ways the position of

the new archbishop will not be envi-

able. Because it is a microcosm of the

whole Church, hafboring within itself

extremes of progress and reaction (the

reactionary Cardinal Mindszenty

Foundation is based in St. Louis, but

never received encouragement from

Cardinal Ritter), as well as a vast

middle ground, the St. Louis arch-

diocese will be difficult to govern.

Any policy a new archbishop chooses

to pursue, whether liberal, conserva-

tive, or compromising, will arouse

considerable dissatisfaction. The Cath-

olic Church at present is deeply split

and will undoubtedly continue to be

for some time. This has been one of

the chief fruits of “Aggiornamento,”

which should perhaps, but for the

most part was not anticipated by the

Council fathers. No healing of the spUt

is in sight, and it is perhaps an inevit-

able part of the Church’s coming of

age in the modern world. B
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IN SEARCH OF THE MODEL CITY

nnd their specific locality, St. Louis.

The following two articles, we believe, have implications far bcyon
groups to have their neigh-

Donald Kornblet lays bare the intense but healthy competition of comrrm
,^^atured and their emerg-

borhood become part of the Model City “target area. ” In the process,
approach to the Model

ence will lastingly affect St. Louis politics. E. S. Evans appraises the systems a
designers of

City Plan itself and comes up with disturbing questions. These questions
^ rnakes Evans’ probe even

the program. Indeed, this very fact - known questions remaining planners, as Mr. Hofmann,
more disturbing. While systems analysis may be the only alternative open st. Louis in the

one of the designers, is quoted, the unresolved problems remain and may co

years to come.

Fighting

For The Goodies
DONALD KORNBLET

; / Rnurseois, executive director of the

A. Donald Bou g



R^arely in the past has St. Louis
exhibited that spark of life which
iUuminates something special in a city.

New York, Chicago, San Francisco —
each bears the insignia of an outspok-

en identity and an aura of pride about

the contents of its past and the direc-

tion of its future. “On the Southside

of Chicago,” “Manhattan,” or “I Left

My Heart In San Francisco” ring forth

with an air of exhibitionism that is

admittedly lacking in St. Louis. An
Easterner or Westerner might ask
“Why?” when listening to the lyrics of
“Meet Me In St. Louis, Louis.”

During the 1950’s that complacent

urban self, in an infrequent moment of

introspection, came to look at other

cities in America and ask, “why not
St. Louis?” The seeds for future

growth were firmly implanted during
the 1950’s, and in 1967 the St. Louis-

ian can offer the now-famous Gateway
Arch as one justification for meeting
in Missouri’s largest urban center. Be-

yond the Arch, itself, is the obvious

symbol of pride which it represents.

That pride has shown itself in many
different ways and parts of the city.

At its core, St. Louis displays the

same characteristics which all Amer-
ican cities proudly and ashamedly
bear. The downtown section of
the city houses an apparently thriving

business community. As one fans out

on each of its three sides, it is engulfed

by an area which stands defiant and
almost hopeless. With its own kind of

polluted hopelessness, the Mississippi

River flows stubbornly on the eastern

perimeter of the business section.

Within the downtown commercial
complex snuggle the signs of renais-

sance: the Gateway Arch; newly
constructed Busch Stadium, home of
the highly successful St. Louis Cardin-

als; the site for construction of the

Spanish Pavillion, transported here
from the New York World’s Fair and
often referred to as “Cervante’s

(Mayor A. J.) Folly;” and fresh apart-

ment houses that tower over buildings

aged by two or more generations.

But this is one chapter in a many-
chaptered book.

r'

Donald Komblet participated in a one-

year internship in public affairs with the

Coro Foundation in Los Angeles after grad-

uating from Yale University. Bom and

raised in St. Louis, he is presently serving in

the United States Army.
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In an area known as the Near
Northside (commonly called the Yeat-

man district), about one mile from the

heart of the business center, is the

Pruitt-Igoe housing complex, of na-

tional repute for its blatant advertise-

ment of failure in public housing

projects. This monument to urban
renewal, far from calling forth grati-

tude from its totally Negro inhabi-

tants, brought demands by tenants
that Washington officials come and
inspect the horrors of living in a
housing project. A vacancy rate of 25
per cent in the Igoe section, and 19
per cent in the Pruitt section is testi-

mony to an unwillingness on the part

of needy residents to face such an
existence. None of the seven other
public housing projects in St. Louis
has a vacancy rate over four per cent.

Severe poverty and blight surround
the Pruitt-Igoe complex. A survey by
poverty officials indicates that some
75 per cent of the housing in most of
the Near Northside could justifiably be
condemned.

Called by one city official “the
worst social and physical catastrophe
in the country,” Pruitt-Igoe is contain-
ed in an approximately four-square-
mile section of the Near Northside
which is the target area of the St.

Louis Model City program. If A. Don-
ald Bourgeois, executive director of
St. Louis’ infant Model City Agency,
was exaggerating when he made the
above charge, it was the type of
exaggeration which will make any
improvement in the area all the more
dramatic. It is this element of striking
betterment — a high visibility of suc-
cessful expenditure of federal dollars
- that Bourgeois and the Model City
Agency strive to achieve.

Eventually, it is envisaged that
Bourgeois Model City Agency will
become a ‘planning, coordination, in-
tegration, and funding body, not .

an agency which will operate any
program.” Implementation of the so-
called systems approach,” a proven
success in the aerospace industry, will
lead to an attempted balance by the
agency of the interrelationship among
the factors of education, income,
health, housing, economic activity,

and tax bases.

Functioning as a prototype for an
approach to be applied elsewhere in

St. Louis, the Near Northside target

area will hopefully prove that this city

can achieve a measure of success in the

heretofore highly unsuccessful efforts

of finding lasting solutions for urban
ills. The selection of an initial target

area is but one phase in a proposed
multi-phase plan.

Organizing Target Area

Dividing a city into “subareas” or

“subcities” has become a growing

concept illustrating both the political

necessity for quick, visible results, as

well as the recognition that a lab-

oratory examination should precede

a major operation. Even within the

target area, itself, there are five “sub-

cities.”

This approach — isolating one area

in the city for concentrated effort — is

not universally approved. A poverty

worker involved in the initial planning

of the St. Louis Model City proposal

feels “this is the worst possible way to

go about improving the city. If St.

Louis is to make any real progress, it

wiU have to be on a total scale, not by
singling out one area at the expense of

the rest of the city. This is exactly

what’s wrong with CEP (St. Louis’

$5,000,000 Concentrated Employ-

ment Program), and while they throw

all efforts into getting jobs for those in

the Near Northside, what happens to

the jobless in the mid-city or southside

areas?”

Others feel an over-all attack on the

problems of urban decay promote

frustration and the lack of measurable

success stultifies the chance for exper-

iencing any real, however small, pro-

gress. One former employee of the

local anti-poverty agency, the Human

Development Corporation, maintains

“the failure of the poverty war is due

to everything being spread so thin, and

no really impressive results in any of

a multitude of programs and ap-

proaches.” That employee is presently

working with Bicentennial Civic Im-

provement Corporation, an organ^a-

tion which has singled out a nine-

square block section in the Near

Northside for a rehabilitation effort

that has gained the admiration of

urban-oriented Senator Charles Percy

among other national figures.

At the same time, the growth of the

“subarea” concept has nourished the

soil of self-interest, and over the past

two years several territorial organizar

tions have sprung into a very active

existence. Organizing people on a com-

munity basis is nothing new; but the

ability to gain impressive unity and

political muscle is more than note-
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worthy. Territorial organizations offer

a clue to the future direction of St.

Lx>uis, for that same power of com-

munity action which is directed in-

ward for the improvement of neigh-

borhood conditions, is gathering a

degree of strength as it faces City

Hall with demands now listened to as

never before.

“There’s only one corner of the

universe you can be certain of im-

proving,” Aldous Huxley wrote, “and
that’s your own self.” In the process

of attempting to improve the terrilor-

ial self, the neighborhood groups have

been responsible for a number of those

headaches which accompany growing

pains.

The man who has probably exper-

ienced more of those political head-

aches than anyone else is Director

Bourgeois, who was appointed by Cer-

vantes to run the newly created

Model City Agency in November
1966. The 38-year-old former Deputy
General Manager of the Human Devel-

opment Corporation discovered in the

process of selecting the Near Northside
target area that other territorial inter-

ests were demanding a special voice in

the matter. Organizations in the Mid-
City and Near Southside areas were
responding to Bourgeois’ call for citi-

zen participation, but their response
was in the form of attacks on him and
the Model City Agency for excluding
their sections from the target area.

“Heck! We’re not trying to keep
anyone out of this program,” the
politically astute Bourgeois has been
explaining to more than one dissident

neighborhood group. “We’re on the
‘ins’ now, and we want everyone else

with us. The Model City Agency offers
a chance to really clean up the mess in
St. Louis, but we’ve all got to work
together.”

Despite the force and eloquence
with which the Model City director
delivers this message, he has found
pressure placed on his sensitive agency
at every turn. To a Mid-City organiza-
tion which has placed an inordinant
amount of invectives on the selection
of the Near Northside target area,

Bourgeois angrily charged: “Now you
listen to me, you Mid-City people.
The quickest way to destroy this

Model City program is to set neigh-

borhood against neighborhood. You
can either pitch in and work with
us to try to accomplish something, or

you can go around sour-graping the

fact that you weren’t selected as the

target area.

Voluntarily and involuntarily. Sec-

retary Robert Weaver’s Department of

Housing and Urban Development pla>^

ed a role in that struggle which found

the St. Louis Model City Agency un-

der attack by neighborhood interests.

Involuntarily, HUD has fallen into

that same pit with other Great Society

legislation which has suffered the ever-

growing stinginess of a Congress whose

willingness to appropriate funds tor

domestic expenditures is not a number

one priority. In the battle of appropri-

ations, Weaver saw the $662,000,00

requested for Model City funds by

President Johnson whittled down to

$237,000,000 in the House of Repre-

sentatives and to $537,000,000 in t e

Senate

At the same time, $11 ,000,000

was approved for planning purposes

under the Demonstration Cities an

Metropolitan Act of 1966. (The name

was changed from “Demonstration to

“Model” City due to fear of associa-

tion with civil rights demonstrations.)

With nearly 200 cities applying ^or

Model City funds, it was obvious tha

no city would receive a sum commen-

surate with the task at hand. Observers

in Washington report that no grants

will be signed by President Johnson

until the crucial vote for Model City

funds for 1968 has been taken m
Congress. The reason for this is that a

number of Congressmen, representing

areas with applications for planning

grants under the funds already appr^

priated will discover that their area s

application has been turned down.

President Johnson is reportedly going

to wait until after the vote before

alienating some Congressmen. This ac-

counts for the long delay in awards of

grants authorized in 1966.

Due to a demand for highly visible

results, HUD found that a number of

applications submitted by cities cover-

ed too large an area. It was decided

that an arbitrary limit on the number
of residents in a given target area must

be set. Notification was given to May-

or Cervantes in early March that only

ten per cent of the city’s population

could be included in the target

neighborhood.

The proposal which St. Louis sent

to Washington on January 16 outlined

a crescent-shaped area around the

downtown business community and

included the Near Northside, Near

Southside, and a segment of Mid-City.

Included in this crescent were about

,46,000 or S. Louis;^70^^000^.e^

Jiyi toL'pcpulation. WithJhe ^ten

per cent dictum
^^osal would

tions of the original p F

have to be excluded

HUD contributed
^

®

struggle for
to Bourgeois

by granting permissio
. . .

to allow the Pruitt-Igoe
project, haca

.ed In .he Nea, No..he;^;.

ded in any >'«>
“'““eoiLd realized

City Agency. Those

that Pruitt- a
selection,

side were headed
Mid-Citv

while .he Nen. CJV

areas were no
considered to be

nant over what they con

an unfair selection process, the Near

sLthside and Mid-City lined up their
iouiiisiu

nreoared to launch an
ammunition and

and
assault that was to sting Bourgeois and

surprise not “ ^h^politicd

“;abr;"®n“s.',e:g.h of neighbor,

hood groups.

The Mid-City Community

Congress

V Miller Newton is a 29^ear-old

polirical science O'"'-

tices in the streets of Mid-City St.

^uis Wba. be reaches in hrs courses ar

u h-rn Webster College. The year-

organization, Mid-City Community
old organ

provides the vehicle

.n-:
“OProach

o rhe Anrerican polhW' " A
curious alliance of 44 different groups

compose MCC, including churches,

neighborhood improvement associa-

tions, block groups, businessmen s or-

ganizations, a welfare rights group, and

a women’s social club.
^

Simply stated, Newton s philoso-

ohv of politics is disarmingly obvious;

‘‘They’ve got the goodies down at City

Hall and we want to help the Mid-City

residents get their share by teaching

the techniques of political pressure

and compromise.” The professor, who

some have likened to social activist

Saul Alinsky, enjoys telling how the

mere threat of a rent strike by tenants

brouglit results because a previous rent

strike had been successful. Likewise,

telephone calls to city officials now
suffice wliere pressure groups of resi-

dents once had to journey downtown

in order to get any action. Methods of

organizing the area’s residents into a

cohesive self-help force are outlined in

MC'C ’s 5 2-page bible, “Proposal For a

f^age Thirty 1 (XTlS/M/t/wesf



The numbered areas show the location of the various community groups:

(1) Chouteau‘Russell (2) Mid-City Community Confess, (3) JeffVander-
Lou, (4) Bicentennial Civic Improvement Corporation, (5) Montgomery^
Hyde Park Citizens Advisory Council, and ( 6) Grace Hill The areas 3, 4, 5,

and 6 represent the Model City target area in the Near Northside, The
Pruitt-Igoe housing complex is located in the Model City target area.

Groups Representing “Sub-areas”

Within Model City Target Area

Jeff-Vander-Lou, Inc.

Bicentennial Civic Improvement Corpor-

ation
,

Grace-Hill Settlement House (Murphy-Blair

Area)
Montgomery-Hyde Park Citizens Advisory

Council ^
Pruitt-Igoe Housing Project Tenant Council

Mid-City Community Congress

Member Organizations

Berean Seventh Day Adventist Church
Christian Union Church
Christian Light M. B. Church
5000 Washington Block Group
3900-4000 Delmar Block Group
4200 Delmar Block Group
4400 Delmar Block Group
4200 East Cook Block Group
4000-3900 Enright Neighborhood Improve-

ment Association (N. L A.)

4200 Enright Block Group
Eternal Light M. B. Church
4100 Fairfax Block Group
First Church Divine
Friends of Field School
Galilee Baptist Church
Gaslight Square Businessmen’s Association

Greater Calvary Baptist Church
Joint Community Board of Pilgrim Congre-

gational and Westminster Presbyterian
Churches.

Jones’ School for Ministers
League for Adequate Welfare
Leonard Avenue Baptist Church

4400 McPherson Block Group
Mount Calvary Lutheran Church
4500 Newberry Terrace Block Group
Parrish Temple C. M, E, Church
Pentecostal Temple Church of God in Christ
People’s Christian Church
St. Alphonsus Ligouri Catholic Church
St. Stephen’s Lutheran Church
Samaritan Methodist Church
Sarah-Olive Businessmen’s Group
Scruggs Memorial C. M. E. Church
Second Presbyterian Church
Trinity Episcopal Church
4300 Washington Block Group
Watkins Temple
Wayman Templp A. M. E. Church
Wednesday Club
3900-4000 Westminster Block Group
4200 Westminster, McPherson, Maryland

Block Group
4500-4600 Westminster Place Block Group
4700 WestminsterPlaee Block Group

Chouteau- Russell Area
Member Organizations

Ten Park N. 1. A.
Park Eighteen N. 1. A.
Compton-Grand Neighborhood Action

Group
Hickory Development
Soulard N. I. A.
McKinley Fox N. I. A.
Buder N. 1. A.
Pontiac Central N. 1. A.
Tenant Council of Darst, Webbe and

Peabody Housing Development

IN SEARCH
OF THE MODEL OTY

St. Louis.”

Had Newton’s textbook theories

not been applied with a fair amount of
success, he might be scoffed at. What
has happened, in fact, is that city

officials and leaders of other groups in

the Near Northside and Near South-
side speak slightingly of Newton with
a distant respect showing more admir-

ation than they care to let on. Charges

of Newton’s being “power hungry”
and “too aggressive” have given sub-

stance to the fact that MCC is get-

ting a full measure of attention. Still,

an alderman from the Mid-City area

wonders “exactly what is that group

after?”

Bourgeois, more than any other

official, knows exactly what MCC is

capable of doing. To various pressures,

both public and private, the Model
City director has been prone to exhibit

both disgust at tactics and respect for

the activism which MCC has created.

Before speaking with one of the repor-

ters for the organizations’ 15,000

circulation newspaper. The Mid-City

Communicator, Bourgeois is likely to

ask, “Is this for publication?” It was

to members of the MCC staff, some of

whom are Newton’s students, that

Bourgeois’ angry statement about des-

troying the Model City program by

setting “neighborhood against neigh-

borhood” was directed.

Illustrative of MCC’s techniques

was the agreement by aldermen to

hold public hearings in April for the

refined January Model City proposal

so that Bourgeois would have to con-

front all territorial interests in justify-

ing the selection of the Near Northside

target area and the exclusion of other

sections.

Because MCC territory was not

included in the January 16 proposal,

a two-fold strategy was adopted. The

first was the questioning of the very

method of selection employed by

Model City planners. “We would have

liked to have had an opportunity to

compete from the beginning,” Newton

told the Land Clearance and Housing

Committee of the Board of Aldermen,

“and we would like to know why the

planners selected the area they did.”

The second part of the MCC strat-

egy was an assault on the selection

of the Near Northside target area.

“The proposed target area of Donald

Bourgeois and the St. Louis Model

City Agency is the most flagrant kind

of containment policy,” another
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MCC leader. Rev. Olivet Gibson, told
the aldeimanic committee. “Its selec-

ted areas are out of the way, radaUy
isolated enclaves.”

Finally, Gibson outlined the rea-

sons for choosing the diverse, relative-

stable MidC^ity area over the
blitted Neat Northside; “In tallring

about the MidCity as a Model Neigh-
borhood, we are talking about real
change for the dty of St. Louis.
We ate talking about new life for the
city beginning at its heart, the Mid-
City, new life that will go out of the
heart and through the arteries to the
entire civic body.”

Through all of the charges, Bour-
geois maintained the integrity of the
Near Northade selection, but some
felt that he had “blown his cool” for
the first time. That MiiCity thorn in
the side of the St. Louis Model City
Agency found its counterpart in the
Near Southside.

Th© Choutesu-Russell Area

If statistical righteousness - unem-
ployment figures, hou^g deteriorar
tion, health indexes - was the trade-
mark of the Near Northside selection,
&en the Near Southside, commonly
knovm as the Chouteau-Russell area,
warranted a microscopic second-place
finish in the race for selection. Nor
was this overlooked by Bourgeois, who
^eatatingly assured spokesmen
from Chouteau-Russell that their area^ considered the number two prior-
ity by Model City planners. Matching
Ae Near Northside’s Praitt-Igoe, the
Chouteau-Russell area claims the
Darst, Webbe, and Clinton-Peabody
public housing projects, as well as an
overaU deterioration which forces a
number of neighborhood residents to
“find it almost impossible to call this
area home.”

Withm the Chouteau-Russell bound-
aries, nine sub-areas are represented by
neighborhood groups under the leader-
ship of Mrs. Helen Day and the Ten
Park Neighborhood Improvement As-
socmtion. It was this group which
decided that number two rank was not
to be sUently accepted. The pain of
area exclusion was already felt. A
special analysis of employment prob-
lems in Chouteau-Russell indicated
“the hipest need rank of all low-
income areas of St. Louis.”

“Yet we are being excluded from
the new, multi-million dollar Concen-

trated Employment Program, and

Model Cities appears to be trying to

exclude us from its program,*’ a Chou-

teau-Russell statement charged.

Aiming for the number one posi-

tion was an almost thankless task, as

Mrs. Day explains it. “Model City

tells us that they won’t come into an

area uninvited. So we invite them.

But they’re so preoccupied with

the Near Northside that not one of

the planners came here to survey

Chouteau-Russell.

The Chouteau-Russell group, like

its Mid-City counterpart, severely ques-

tioned the method of selecting the

target area: “We challenge the validity

of the criteria distributed by Model
City as HUD criteria, and demand an

investigation of these criteria. We want

a verification of them from HUD”
It was the Near Southside which

discovered angrily that the January 16

proposal which HUD ruled as covering

too large an area included them*, and

that they were to be sacrificed for

economic reasons in the refined pr^>"

posal presented by Model City Agency
to the Board of Aldermen at the April

hearings. Adding to the territorial

wound was the fact that, in Chouteau-

Russell’s words, “the Model City

Agency had ^en direct assistance to

the grgup on the Near Northside by
supplying them with data and help in

drafting a $1.5 million dollar pro-

posal to HUD.”

“We’re not trying to keep anyone
out of this program,” Bourgeois

steady repetition of soothing words
has yet to succeed in placating some
who feel the Model City Agency is

not as concerned about the territory

outside of the target area. To some
degree, this feeling is justified, for the

fate of the Model City Agency will

hinge, among other things, on its abil-

ity to accomplish certain goals within

the Near Northside. But Bourgeois has

repeatedly indicated to neighborhood
groups outside the target area that not

being selected in no way dampens his

agency’s enthusiasm for working with

such groups.

“I’ll work with any group, in any
section of St. Louis, and offer any

kind of assistance in my power,”
Bourgeois maintains. Few doubt his

sincerity in wanting to make a success

of the program, but one is left with
the decided impression that Bourgeois
has been like the father whose three

children clamor for equal attention.

It is the problem child, the one whose
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plight is most pathetic in the ey^ of

fhe father, who wiU receive most

case, that child is the Near

Northside.

Jeff-Vander-Lou,
Inc.

The friends the Model City Agency

in the Near Southside and

M d mv a "e iC legion. Despite aU of

^'^^riLria and visions which float

,nd the Model City Agency, the
around

nroeram still puzzles

‘“"'“andtini Se"ts ofW
others. Funding for the

* om is Still not secure at the

rSnevel. Staff which has been lent

fo^the Model City Agency by oAer

^
t.ns ^d public agencies is anxious

fo°“Sow a'bout their future - a

^rnettarprcrurrrnot hopeiess.

‘^^T^'Tletter to Walter G. Farr, HtJD

nf the Model Cities Admims-

Siation foUowing the aldermanic

f “Differing geographic areas

"h- city and their interest groups

r^ntLted to be chosen as the
have con

a ^ he wrote, “and public
target a

, Agency

«Suny Solved the contest.” The

^“i ?t Suis proposal, which acconu
final St. L 426 pages in

aScs for a $367,179 federal
length, a _ aeeojd.

?‘“To"Bourgeois - fuUy convey “the

excilement which has been stirred in

^‘"^O^nrof the most important ingredi-

c in “the excitement is an organ-

n caUed Jeff-Vander-Lou, Inc.

nL name stems from the territorial

boundaries of Jefferson, Vandeventer.

Ind St. Louis Avenues.) Less than one

vear old, the non-profit organization

hariaid claim to its territory by virtue

of the purity of its philosophy: self-

hPln The St. Louis press has likened

Jeff-Vander-Lou to “Operation Boot-

strap
” a concept of self-determination

which has been notably appUed in

Puerto Rico and different parts of

this country.

ark depression are me cnaracter-

of Jeff-Vander-Lou territory

make it, and the surrounding

Northside area, a likely target for

imental concern. At the same

Jeff-Vander-Lou leaders describe

rea’s needs, they also carefully
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articulate a proud desire for inde-

pendence.

“We don’t need those folks in

Washington, or those white-collar pro-

fessionals on Clark Street (location of

the Human Development Corporation)

telling us what to do here,” Mrs.

Aritha Spotts, a “political grandmoth-

er,” former school teacher, and leader

in the group maintains, “Nobody

knows what I and my neighbors need

except I and my neighbors. How can

anyone else know what’s on our mind

if they don’t live right here? If any-

thing’s to be done, we’ll be the ones

to do it.”

Jeff-Vander-Lou knows where it is

heading. While outside help is apprec-

iated, the leaders of the group know it

will fall on the 650-resident member-

ship to move forward. The thrust of

Jeff-Vander-Lou’s efforts is in the

rehabilitation of housing, where they

realize outside help is necessary.

*‘We want the Mayor to use his

influence,” asks Macler Shepard, up-

holstery shop owner and Chairman of

Jeff-Vander-Lou, ‘‘to get bankers and

real estate people to help us rehabili-

tate buildings so they will be livable —

not just slap on some fresh paint.

A dozen pieces of slum property

are owned by Jeff-Vander-Lou and its

sister group, the Yeatman Redevelop-

ment Corporation. The first to be

totally refurbished and ready for

occupancy represented an important

milestone reached in August. Finan-

cing for future efforts is the most

important problem to be solved. A
July bank balance of Jeff-Vander-Lou

shows a pitiful $280.40.

The charge made by the Chouteau-

Russell area - that “the Model City

Agency had given direct assistance to

the group on the Near Northside”

before the target area was finally

selected — was a direct reference to

the closeness with which Bourgeois’

planners have been working with Jeff-

Vander-Lou. Among the five subareas

within the Near Northside target

neighborhood, the Jeff-Vander-Lou

subarea has aroused the most enthus-

iasm at Model City headquarters. A
great deal of time was invested in

formulating a Jeff-Vander-Lou pro-

posal to HUD for rehabilitation of a

nine-square block area. Several of

Bourgeois’ staff flew to Washington

with Jeff-Vander-Lou leaders to pre-

sent the $251,868 plan to HUD. (Air-

fare for the territorial representatives

had to be raised by solicitation of

funds from businessmen.)

Although their finances are deple-

ted, Jeff-Vander-Lou has a strutting

posture which belies their plight.

Testifying to their aspirations is the

sign that appears on the group’s future

headquarters, which will be occupied

as soon as inside rehabilitation is

completed:

Future Site ofJeff Vander-Lou, Inc.

(A Community Non-Profit Corporation)
Offices and Model Apartments

**New Hope for the Forgotten People**

With equal vigor, Jeff-Vander-Lou

has faced other territorial groups —
specifically MCC — in the defense of
Bourgeois’ selection of the Near
Northside. The gist of Jeff-Vander-

Lou’s argument is that MCC operates
primarily through the efforts of out-
side, out-of-touch influence.

“Who did those Mid-City people go
to the aldermanic hearings with?” a
Jeff-Vander-Lou partisan rhetorically

posed. “Miller Newton and his stu-

dents from out at Webster College and
some university people. Who did we go
with? One hundred area residents.

Now who really speaks for the
people?”

Even before active contention for
Model City attention pitted Jeff-Van-
der-Lou against MCC, there was a
dispute about an area which both
groups claim fall within their bound-
aries. The overlapping territory was
discussed by staff members from both
organizations, but the impending dra-

ma with the Model City Agency pre-
vented serious consideration of the
problem.

Creative Community Conflict
In the heat of emotion over the

selection of the Model City target area,
there was a strange kind of relation-
ship between opposing territorial inter-

ests. That rivalry of aim which separ-
ated Jeff-Vander-Lou, Mid-City Com-
muniiy Congress, and the Chouteau-
Russell interests brought the groups
into conflict, not so much in a malic-

ious manner tainted with destructive

impulses, as in that contest where
each combatant strives for the victory

cup. Towards the end, when it was
evident that the Model City Agency
was firmly committed to selection of
the Near Northside, the camps were
squarely divided aginst one another.

But the territorial groups, despite

their youth, have shown a sophistica-

ted awareness of pohtical realities, a

realization that “we lost that battle

IN SEARCH
OF THEMODEL CITY

but we’ll be around for the next one.”
By virtue of the selection, neighbor-

hood was set against neighborhood.
A social worker with the Grace Hill

Settlement House, an organizer for

the Bicentennial Civic Improvement
Corporation — both of whose organiza-

tional interests are located within the
target zone as subcity areas like Jeff-

Vander-Lou — are the first to admit
that they would have “fought like hell

if we felt that Model City was going

somewhere else.”

What Bourgeois and others are con-

cerned about is that continuing com-
petition, if overplayed, may be more
destructive than anything else.

The Model City director maintains

that the pressure by the territorial

interests is “healthy.” If it "Was his

expectation that the selection of the

target area would end an array of

charges against him and the Model
City Agency, he must be disappointed.

But says Bourgeois, “I don’t mind
being watched closely. I want to run a

clean house
Preparation might prove to be only

part of the key in building a model

city. Constantly trying to second guess

what HUD officials, other Washington

decisionmakers, and Congress — which

Mayor Cervantes has charged with

being “totally unresponsive to urban

America” — are about, as well as

maintaining a semblance of peace on
the homefront make Model City plan-

ning every bit the challenge Bourgeois

claims it is.

The St. Louis Model City Agency
,must be viewed mainly as the catalytic

force it claims to be. The strength and
impact of the agency will only be as

strong as those individuals and neigh-

borhood organizations which, in the

end, must compute their own territor-

ial progress. Action stemming from
community involvement, even in the

form of bUstering attacks on the Mod-
el City Agency, is a positive sign to

the extent that such actions bespeak

neighborhood pride. There is little risk

in venturing the prophesy that any

Model City program which did not

depend primarily on a sense of neigh-

borhood identity and esprit de corps
would result in failure. The most
skilled technician, the most effective

professional, can do little to improve
hfe in the St. Louis slums unless there

is present the force within that slum
which is aimed in the same direction
of improvement,n
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(Left) Macler Shepard, chairman of Jcff-

Vander-Lou, plays “Trade-Off

neighbors. The “game” asks port'cipa

"buy" community assets (hospirai^^

schools, nurseries, etc,) out oj a ^

budget. Boxes are identified as ^

institutions. Once the budget is
,

and additional items for
players have to Trade-Off

streets of
more desirable ones. Played on th

. pf
various neighborhoods with the par P

city officials, it offers insight into 1

1

preferences of residents.

(Below) V. Miller Newton, executive

director of Mid-City Community Cong

leads residents in a tenant stride, an

expression of "disorderly politics

according to author Evans.



The Threat of Expertise^ E. S. EVANS

ven a quick look through St.

Louis’ 431-page application for a

$367,179 Model City planning grant

reveals its thorough orientation toward

modern scientific management, a la

RAND Corporation. We find the whole

bit: “sub-optimization,” “pricing out,^^

“decision tree,” “objective function,

“opportunity costs,” “PERT,” “criti-

cal path method,” “PPBS,” and more.

Much of this is a sincere effort to

apply systems analysis, a space-age

decision aid, to urban problems. But

some is obviously verbal icing on a

five-pound cake meant to tempt bu-

reaucratic palates.

“Systems analysis has sales value,

said Robert E. Hofmann, a planning

engineer at McDonnell-Dou^as Air-

craft Corp. and systems consultant to

the St. Louis Model City Agency. “We

live in an age when it’s catching on

everywhere.”

Moreover, he asserted, the federal

guidelines for Model City proposals

demanded, a systems analysis approach.

While even some Model City Agency

planners had private doubts about

applying this approach to a social situ-

ation, there was no alternative but to

follow the guidelines if St. Louis de-

sired allocations under the Model City

plan. In spite of its shortcomings,

which Hofmann readily admitted, the

systems analysis approach seemed to

him the best feasible solution in terms

of today’s political realities.

However, the application submitted

to the federal Housing and Urban De-

velopment Department last April 26

makes one wonder whether the drafters

really understand what they are talking

about, whether they are aware of the

mystic methodology’s political impli-

cations. They start out talking about

“cost - benefif^ evaluation, benefit

having implications of value judgment.

(One man’s benefit may be another’s

bane.) Further on, the term used is

“cost-e/jfec//Ve«es5,” which stresses in-

E. S. Evans, a reporter for the St. Louis

Post-Dispatch, is on a year's leave to study

political science and urban affairs at

Washington University under a Russell Sage

Foundation fellowship. He works part-time

on the Trans-action magazine staff

creased results at constant costs. Even-

tually it becomes “cost-efficiency,"

meaning like impact at lower cost.

Hofmann says this is quibbling, but
such muddles promise trouble ahead.

Moreover, the application also indi-

cates the imperfections of such tech-

niques, especially the difficulties in

adopting an engineering and defense
analysis tool to city planning. The
staff members admit this and say

the agency is still trying to work it out.

But there seems to be an internal

dispute over “the state of the art”

and how to perfect it. These problems
will continue to plague the agency,
even more as it gets into the year-
long planning phase.

The proposed program would focus
on a racially mixed, low-income
blighted area of 1,634 acres just north
of downtown St. Louis, including the
infamous Pruitt-Igoe public housing
project. In the request for planning
funds, the Model City Agency proposed
to rely on rigorous systems analysis in
designing and implementing a demon-
stration program to improve social,

health, educational, economic, and
living conditions in the inner city. The
systems approach is the crux of the
whole idea developed in St. Louis.

Defining Systems Analysis
Systems analysis is a way of

thinking about complex, related prob-
lems in the face of future uncertain-
ties developed by defense scientists

and other experts in the 1950s. It is a
broader, more refined but less rigor-

ous and less mathematical successor to
the operations research techniques used
to develop weapon systems in World
War 11. Basically, this mode of analysis

sees a system, a community in this

case, as composed of three kinds of ele-

ments: hardware, such as equipment
and other facilities; people; and pro-

cedures or the relationships among
elements. Each of these are made up
of subsystems: the land-use pattern,

social structure, and traffic system,

for example. The approach is not

unlike Aristotle’s rational method of

breaking a problem into its parts.

But the characteristic of systems

analysis is the breadth of its examina-

tion. Every component system is com-
posed of subsystems composed of

smaller subsystems and so on. Changes

in any subsystem affects other sub-
systems, the whole system, and the

larger systems. These effects are

“priced out.” Thus, for construction
of a new highway, not only the

immediate local economic benefits are

considered, but also its effects on, say,

the lives of the people displaced, where
they will move to, and their impact on
their new neighborhoods. Even more
far-ranging questions may be traced

throughout the urban system as ex-

plicitly as possible. “Software” like

complicated mathematical tools, com-
puter programming, abstract models of

reality, and the several social sciences

are often employed in such analysis.

The purpose is to clarify as best reason

can the possible choices according to

precisely stated criteria.

The systems-analysis approach is

one side of the planning coin struck

by the St. Louis agency. The other side

is the proposed planning organization

and operation. This planning process is

supposed to insure that systems analy-

sis does not run roughshod over resi-

dents of the target area, that their

wants are accomodated and needs met.

But it, too, has weaknesses that the

agency staff is arguing over. First, the

systems approach’s software will be

given a hard look and discussed with

its designer.

Hofmann's Models

Hofmann has formulated two graph-

ic models (analytic aids more easily

manipulated than the real world) as

conceptual frameworks for Model City

planning. One, based on a study of 25

cities with populations of 500,000 or

more, represents central-city livability

in terms of family income. It is used to

establish the planning program’s single

criteria for determining what is to be

done in the target area. This one test

is: what will maximize median income

among resident families?

Livability is seen as the difference

between the per cent of a city’s

population with income of more than

$8,000 a year and the per cent with

less than $4,000 annual income. Thus,

he presents the formula: livability

equals per cent affluent minus the per

cent poor. Accordingly, if the differ-

ence is zero, livability is so-so. If the

per cent over $8,000 income is greater

than that under $4,000, livability is

positive, or progressively better. If the

per cent over $8,000 is the lesser,

livability is negative, or regressively

worse.
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St. Louis livability, according to this

formula, is minus 1 1, with 21 per cent

of population earning more than

$8,000 and 32 per cent less than

$4,000. This livability index is said to

be the fourth lowest among the 25

largest American cities.

One trouble with this model is that

it equates livability with the relative

proportions of people with high and
low incomes without considering the

middle-income proportion. Communi-
ties pleasant or suitable to live in, as

Webster’s defines livable, can be found
in moderate- or low-income areas. Also,

perhaps the goal should be a socio-

economic class structure more like a
triangle without a population below
^me middle-income level and less like

a diamond with small groups at the
top and bottom. The model builder

assumes the traditional diamond pat-

tern is best.

The proposal promises to improve
livability in the target area by de-

creasing the percentage of its popular
tion earning less than $4,000 a year.

But the application fails to point out
that the livability index could be im-
proved also by increasing the propor-
tion over $8,000. That this will be
done is much more politically prob-
able. Making the middle group, the 47
per cent earning between $4,000 and
$8,000, more affluent would improve
the index and increase median income,
but would not help those most in need!
Furthermore, as the income of the
middle group increases, more and more
of these families are likely to move out
to the suburbs, as most upward-mobile
families have done. This would prob-
ably increase the proportion of the
poor trapped in the ghetto and could
defeat the model on its own terms.

To the criticism, Hofmann replies
that the livability model, despite its

limitations, avoids theoretical disputes
like that over ideal city form and
focuses on real problems like the mu-
nicipal financial squeeze, the lack of a

middle-class tax base coupled with
lower-class welfare burdens.

“It highlights problems that might
otherwise be clouded,” he said. “Im-
proving family income would improve
the city’s fiscal position. If those who
move up also move out, that would be
a second-order effect. I guess I just
didn’t know how to handle it. At
least, we would be improving the
central city as a processing center

boosting lower-class, rural immigrants
into middle-class lives.”

His other model compares the target

area to St. Louis as a whole and the

city to St. Louis County on eight so-

cioeconomic characteristics such as un-

employment, education, and unsound

housing. The disparities, or differences,

in these factors are shown on another

graph and conelated with family in-

come in an analysis of 79 cities with

150,000 or more residents. Little note

is made of any future uncertainties

involved in using such comparisons for

standards. Socioeconomic conditions
in the suburban county may be expect-

ed to improve, except maybe housing.

Yet, “halting and eliminating the

causes of these disparities” is a major

objective of the planning

^^Cost-benefit analysis” is suggested

for determining each substantive pro-

gram’s effect in reducing such dis-

parities and in hiking family income.

Thus, there now appears a second
criteria. “In other words,” the applica-

tion states, “the substantive goal of the

Model City Agency will be to minimize
disparities on many indices per pro-

gram dollar.” This seems to say that

social and economic conditions will be
improved whenever income cannot be
increased as efficiently,

“This disparity model will show the

niajor resource allocations needed,”
Hofmaim explained. .“Each disparity is

a mission. They indicate the program
^eas we must examine, while the
livability model will be used to select

from possible programs the optimum
combination to meet the single

increase-income criteria.”

However, Gene H. Fisher, a RAND
expert on such matters, argues against

use of quantitative models (those ex-

pressed in numbers) in allocating major
resources. “In the main,” he has
written, “the analytical tools now
available, particularly the quantitative
ones, are just not very helpful in
dealmg directly with such problems.
Intuition and judgment are para-
mount.” The Model City proposal faUs
to make clear any reliance on intuition
and judgment here and elsewhere in

the planning

The livability and disparity models
are used as the basis for the proposed
package program budget system
(PPBS), a related budgeting technique

pioneered by the Defense Department
and extended to the entire executive

branch in 1965. The final programs to

be implemented will be subject to

similar control and review methods
known as program evaluation and re-

view techniques (PERT) and critical

path method (CPM).

But how do the wishes of the target

area people fit into all this? We ve

designed a monster, in a sense, Hof-

mann admitted. “But community val-

ues can act as a constraint on the

models and take precedence if ex-

pressed strongly enough. But in the

application’s words, the guarantee is

not so assuring: “Non-quantifiable

values wiU be identified and listed

for each program element for more

complete evaluation. The cost and

benefit impact of various propm

elements upon different foups

ducers vs. consumers, etc.) will be

included.” . , .

Systems analysis, like any tool, is

morally neutral, he noted. The pr^

tection of human values is a role

assigned primarUy to the planning

process. This proposed operation, the

St. Louis agency’s first try at systems

design, is intended to produce con-

flict between this “monster and the

people. A close look will show how-

ever, that it probably will "ot bring

about the highly touted and legaUy

required citizen participation to any

significant extent, as presently

organized.

Political Control By "Experts?"

A political contest is to stem from

buUt-in “bottom-up” and top-down

approaches to planning. The opponents

are to be subcity planning teams,

advocate planners representing resi-

dents of neighborhoods in the target

area on one hand and the staffs sub-

system planners on the other. The

^bsystem planners wiU deal with com-

ponent parts of the area-wide system.

such as housing and hemth. It is a

kind of regionalist-versus-functionalist

controversy.

The two subcity teams will be led

bv sociologists, social workers, archi-

tects and real estate economists

“loaned” to neighborhood groups but

remaining directly responsible to the

Model City Agency, which pays their

salaries. Moreover, these professionals

may not readily identify with the

poverty-stricken inhabitants more than

to the professional subsystem planners.

It does not look like it will be a

fair fight.

Samuel Dardick, the agency s city

..lonninn r-hipf renlics that some Staff
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glue in the system,” as are federal

officials. Simply giving money to the

community groups and letting them
hire their advocates is being debated,

he said in an interview.

“Some say the subcity planners

will represent the people,” he said.

“But I’m not so sure. What happens

when the Mayor says that he doesn’t

like what they’re doing in the area?

We’re trying to find a way to insure

advocate planning’s responsiveness to

the people.”

In addition, the subcity planners’

principal duties will be to determine

neighborhood needs and establish pri-

orities. But the priority list is not very

useful in resources planning, say such

authorities as Charles J. Hitch, the

former assistant secretary of defense

recently named president of the Uni-

versity of C^fornia. Subsystem

planning, however, will be based on

rigorous systems analysis, and that is

the name of the Model City game. So

the dice are loaded, too.

“We haven’t really come to grips

with the problem of community values

yet,” Dardick conceded. The planning

system, as proposed, indicates that if

community values cannot be put on

the computer’s punch cards along with

“hard” data, they count for little.

Conflict is also expected — indeed,

it is to be stimulated — between the

subcity teams as they compete for

scarce resources controlled by a central

planning staff. Also, additional

players to be sought include the Hu-

man Development Corporation (the

St.Louis war-on-poverty agency). City

Plan Commission, East-West Gateway

Coordinating Council (the cooperative

metropolitan land-use and transporta-

tion planning organization). Regional

Industrial Development Corporation,

and other agencies removed from direct

public control. The possibiUty looms

of a great coalition of planners and

computers allied against the target

are people.

“Many of us feel the central staff

is top-heavy,” the chief planner said.

“Although its role seems awfully pow-

erful, look at the budget. It’s really

weak.” The grant requested would

provide about $110,000 for the

advocate teams and only $46,000 for

systems consultants and central staff

activities, he pointed out.

(Many of the original planners, such

as Robert E. Hofmann, volunteered

their services and have stayed in touch

with the Agency.)
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The designers of this planning pro-
cess expect the conflicts to be resolved

by an advisory committee of “at
least five” citizen representatives and
three city officials, by constant inter-

action among competing groups, by
playing a planning simulation game
called “Trade-off’ on neighborhood
streets, and by system analysis. How-
ever, lay committee members usually

bow to expert opinion; constant, un-
lubricated interaction among antago-
nists may lead instead to frustration

and alienation; “Trade-off’ is now
limited to land-use and fund allocation

decisions without consideration of
other values like health and beautifica-

tion; and systems analysis is the ex-
perts’ tool. Unless the subcity planners
really advocate, the people *s only weap-
on may be petitions, pickets, and
other forms of disorderly politics.

It appears to add up to a system in

which top-level authority can use ex-
pertise to control ihe political compe-
tition and dictate the outcome, just as

Secretary of Defense Robert S.

McNamara has employed PPBS to
control the military brass.

Ultimately, of course, the final
Model City plan will be subject to
approval by the elected Mayor and
Board of Aldermen. Citizen influence
is more or less assured at this level of
decision-making. However, Dardick
said,relations with the political powers
also remain to be worked out.

“Some favor creation of a sort of
blue-ribbon citizens group through
which our final recommendations
would go before submission to City
Hall, he said. “Others feel we should
send our proposals and the alternatives
directly to the aldermen.”

In my event, recent social science
studies show, the political power of the
bureaucrats is growing because they
limit the alternatives, they draw up the
politicians’ agenda. As Prof. Robert
Boguslaw, a Washington University
sociologist, concluded in his book on
systems design, “The New Utopians:

And so it is that a designer of
systems, who has the de facto preroga-
tive to specify the range of phenomena
Aat his system will distinguish, clearly
is in possession of enormous degrees of
power ... To the extent that decisions
made by each of these participants in

the design process serve to reduce,
limit, or totally eliminate action alter-

natives, they are applying force and
wielding power . . .

.”

IN SEARCH
OF THEMODEL CITY

In sum, the proposed systems-anal-

ysis approach lacks sufficient consid-

eration of non-economic costs and

qualitative, as opposed to quantitative,

factors. Community values must be

guaranteed, not merely “identified and

listed.” The models, no matter how
“scientific,” will not answer the

ultimate questions. Suppose one pos-

sible program mixture would reduce

the infant death rate, and another

would raise educational levels but not

affect baby survival much. Each costs

about the same, but education boosts

income more. Do the decision-makers

accept high infant mortality, at least

in the short run, in order to improve

schooling and income? Tough choices

like this one still require .judgments.

Perhaps the greatest contribution

Model Cities planning could make to

better urban life is development of so-

cial indicators giving improved know-

ledge of the society’s well being or

testing guaranteed income proposals

such as the family allowance and nega-

tive taxes. After all, redistribution of

wealth by giving the poor money is

certainly a direct way to maximize

family income.

The proposed planning process

needs stronger assurances that its meth-

ods will not be used as undemocratic

means of controlling citizen influence

and the political process to exclude

the poor’s interests. The organization

would undoubtedly be improved by

providing unrestricted funds so resir

dents of the area can have their own

expert advocates. Other instruments of

influence should also be considered.

Maybe voter approval of programs,

appeal procedures, and partial popular

control of funds would be in order.

If the agency can sharpen the tools

and mitigate the dangers, systems an^-

ysis can have an important place in

urban planning. Modem technolo^,

like the city, is man’s brain cMd,

but it should not be forced mto

incompatible political and social con-

texts. As Hofmann noted:

“Systems analysis can highhght the

choices among an array of alternatives,

each clearly tagged as to its costs and

effectiveness. It can promote overaU

integration of planning among inde-

pendent agencies concerned with over-

lapping problems by helping them to

see the links. It’s an imperfect tool,

but I do not know of another as

promising.”

Or threatening.®
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ABORTION

Is A Private Matter

Lonny Myers, M. D.

fjt'arly this year “liberal” abortion laws were introduced in about

30 state legislatures, and in California, Colorado, and North Carolina

“liberalized” statutes were passed. All of the bills introduced and

those modifications passed under the guise of “reform” actually

reinforced the legal position that abortion per se is a crime. If such

changes were adopted nationally they would protect the physicians

who do occasional “therapeutic” abortions. The 8,000 to 10,000

hospital abortions now technically illegal would become legal. The
number of such abortions might even be doubled. But what are

20,000 “legalized” abortions in terms of the 1 to 1.5 million abor-

tions that take place each year in the United States?

Many well-meaning citizens accept

the position that induced abortion per

se should be a crime. This view is sanc-

tified by law in each of the fifty states.

Fundamentally a moral or religious

judgment (rooted in Victorian atti-

tudes and Catholic dogma), this view

prevents a medical solution to a major

problem of our society and is responsi-

ble for thousands of deaths.

In the United States, more than one

million women procure abortions each

year. Contrary to popular belief, most

are married, have two or more children

and are pregnant by their husbands.

Virtually all abortions are “criminal.”

About two per cent of the annual total

Dr. Lonny Myers is chairman of the Illinois

Citizens for the Medical Control ofAbortion.

are called “therapeutic” because they
are performed in hospitals by licensed
physicians with the approval of medi-
cal colleagues. Actually, such abor-
tions also violate the law in most
states. Most state laws permit abortion
only to save ^e life of the mother and
do not distinquish between “thera-
peutic” abortions and “criminal”
abortions performed by black market
abortionists.

Why abortion is a crime is not made
clear in any law. Abortion laws show
little concern for the conceptus. The
Illinois law states: “It shall not be
necessary in order to commit abortion

that such woman be pregnant, or if

pregnant, that a miscarriage be in fact

accomplished.” In other words, the
crime is inherent in the process of per-

ning (or attempting) an abortion,,

xdless of whether or not a preg-

cy is terminated.

Abortion has not always been a

le. American abortion laws origin-

in the Puritanical association of

traception and abortion with im-

ality Abortion was one of the

ly “obscenities” that Anthony

[istock was determined to banish

1873. It was not until 1869 that

e Pius IX pronounced all abortions

der. For centuries before that

Catholic Church officially recog-

‘d a distinction between the anima-

and non-animated fetus. Abortion

ore animation was not considered a

ous crime by the Church although

ividual church leaders condemned
. . 1-1
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Lester Kinsolving, has pointed out the

Catholic view that a fetus is a person is

a “temporary and current stand” and

that some of the Catholic Church’s

greatest popes and saints have believed

otherwise. The doctrine of immediate

ensoulment has been the Catholic

Church’s official position for less

than one hundred years. The Pro-

testant position, as Pastor Howard

Moody points out in RenewaU “had

more to do with the present unbear-

able codes than the Catholics. If the

Catholics seemed to be unnaturally

obsessed with the future of salvation

of an unbaptized fetal soul, the Protes-

tants were preoccupied with removing

the visual product of woman’s immor-

ality and sin.”

Is Abortion Murder?

The position that all abortions are

murder creates insoluble problems.

Spontaneous abortions occur in about

one out of every five fertilized ova.

It is conunon practice to treat aborted

tissue as tissue, not as a dead human

being. If spontaneous abortion is treat-

ed basically as a medical problem, why

not also induced abortion? Are not the

eternal verities the same?

Moreover, if as a society we accept

abortion as murder than we must re-

gard each of the millions of house-

wives who have had abortions as a

participant in a hired killing. It is

curious that abortion should be re-

garded as murder for purposes of pr^

venting legal hospital abortions, but is

not regarded as serious enough a crime

prosecute participants.

The view that abortion is murder,

that this position should not be

codified into law is being endorsed by

^ growing number of Catholic leaders,

father Robert F, Drinan, S. J., Dean
of the Boston College Law School,

stated at the International Conference

on Abortion in Washington that repeal

of all laws pertaining to a non-viable

fetus is preferable to so-called ‘‘re-

form” legislation. Such legislation

Would, according to Father Drinan,

introduce a system wherein the law

would “select certain types of individ-

uals whose lives can be taken not

because of any offense they may have

committed but only because their

existence is inconvenient to others. . . .

A law which is silent about the abor-

tion of non-viable fetuses says no such

thing .... It leaves the area unregula-

ted in the same way that the law

abstains from regulating many areas

of conduct where moral issues are

involved.”

Modem scientific advances also

raise new questions regarding the pre-

vention of the development of preg-

nancy. Nidation is the implantation of

the fertilized egg into the wall of the

uterus. Contranidation is the preven-

tion of such implantation. A drug or

device that acts to effect contranida-

tions technically would be causing

“abortion” of the fertilized egg: mur-

der of a human being according to

cunent Catholic doctrine. Plastic intra-

uterine devices (commonly referred to

as “the coil” or lUD) may act in this

manner; the exact mechanism of their

action has not been determined. In

some cases it is not even known whe-

ther a particular drug or device acts to

effect contraception or contranidation;

it is simply clinically evident that it

prevents the development of preg-

nancy. These are current enigmas, but

soon proven “abortion” pills will be

on the market. Pills, such as developed

in Sweden, are known to act after

fertilization and even after nidation.

Do we want to write “new” abortion

laws that force us to make a moral
distinction between contraception and
early abortion? Is this even feasible?

Proposed Modifications

The American Law Institute’s Mod-
el Penal Code drafted in 1959 classi-

fies abortion as a crime and provides

that the licensed physician may claim

affirmative defense of this crime only

if he can establish that: “there is

substantial risk that continuance of
the pregnancy would gravely impair

the physical or mental health of the

mother, or that the child would be
born with grave physical or mental

defects or the pregnancy resulted from
rape or incest . .

.”

Definitions

Abortion is the loss of the

products of conception before

viability.

Viability medically defined
begins in the 28th week.

Induced abortions are those
abortions initiated by other than
natural causes.

Spontaneous abortions are

those resulting from natural

causes. They are a common oc-

currence and may be mistaken
for a delayed menstrual period.

This Code departs from the past, as

John R. Sullivan points out in the St.

Louis Review^ in that “where certainty

was once required to justify abortion,

the proposals now introduce the ele-

ment of probability.” But more impor-
tant, it continues to classify abortion a
crime. A licensed physician performing
an abortion in good faith because he
believes that it is in the patient’s best

interest is subject to criminal prosecu-

tion.

Medical practice is based on the

assumption that all medical procedures

are performed to avoid impairment of

the mental or physical health of the

patient. Surgical operations, such as

amputations, and the removal of an

entire uterus, are performed daily be-

cause the operation is necessary. More-

over there are numerous examples of

indications for operation which would

be considered “non-medical” if ap-

plied to abortion. A man who has

corrective surgery on his hand so that

he can work is seeking medical care for

economic reasons; plastic surgery is

often performed for social reasons;

circumcisions are often performed for

religious reasons. Only this one pro-

cedure, abortion, requires that the

physician prove the necessity of the

treatment to the satisfaction of lay

persons whose beliefs about sex, birth

control, and abortion may be radically

different from his own and that of the

patient.

In June 1967 the AMA adopted a

position statement along the lines pro-

posed by the American Law Institute.

The statement emphasizes that if laws

were passed in each of the fifty states

refiecting this position there would be

no significant change in the number of

criminal abortions performed in the

United States. Under such laws, physi-

ians will not risk their professional

status to offer safe abortions to the

millions of women who desperately

seek medical help to prevent the birth

of an unwanted child.

So long as abortion remains a crime,

abortion will continue to be the num-

ber one maternal public health prob-

lem. Each year a high proportion of

women who have been cnminally

aborted sustain serious medical com-

plications; thousands actually die. If

the complications of criminal abor-

tions were reported accurately as abor-

tion, it would be unchallenged as the

leading cause of maternal death and

illness in the United States.

In Missouri, Senator Robert L.
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and vigils practically every weekend.

While the School’s organizers pub-

licly admit that the city’s reputation as

a “Movement town” hides the bitter

reality of short-lived victories and tem-

porary influence; they are satisfied

with a summer in which groundwork is

being laid for future building: CORE’S
consumer project in which city-wide
comparisons of grocers’ prices and the
quality of their goods goes on; SCLC’s
Operation Breadbasket continues to
negotiate for jobs and better paying
positions for Negroes in the larger con-
sumer-oriented industries, and CCCO’s
fostering of a number of projects, each
of them aimed at enhancing the rela-
tive financial or psychic status of
black power.

Chicago has been alive this summer
with underground activities. There has
been little press coverage because there
is little “dramatic” about either the
means or the ends. But The Union of
Organizers School contributes toward
a gentle revolution of the lives of
ghetto people.

The organizers are young and en-
thusiastic; none are over 30. First
unbeUevable to them, they found that
self-hate was a real factor in blocking
their effectiveness. Earl Durham, their
director of training, discovered that
many trainees had a distrust of other
blacks. He created artificial situations
in which the organizers could vent
their feelings and begin to understand
themselves. Conceivably, tearing down
the internal artifices within its own
black organizers, may turn out to
be the School’s most far-reachine
accomplishment.

But there is nothing concrete com-
ing out of the School. No one really
knows if it can affect significant shifts

of power in a community where the

rate of infant deaths from flu and
pneumonia is four times that of non-

poverty areas.

It wiU be long after the School has

moved on to other communities in

Chicago before anyone can intelligent-

ly guess at whether organizing is a

“teachable” subject.

Ernece B. Kelly teaches in Chicago’s

College system. She has her masters in

English and literature from the Univer-

sity of Chicago. For several years she
has worked with Chicago’s Coordinat-
ing Council of Community Organiza-

tions.

THE RIGHT WING

An earlier issue of FOCUS/Midwest (Vol. Ill,

Nd. 6/7) carried a ''Roster of the Right Wing and
the Fanatics" describing 45 organizations located
or active in the lllinois-Missouri area. This column,
"The Right Wing," will ' keep our readers abreast
of now developments. Together with the "Roster"
it offers an up>to>date service. Copies of "Tho
Roster" are available at $1.00 each.

American Council of
Christian Churches

Laymen’s Commission of the ACCC
(Rev. Carl Mclntire’s group) has announced
that John Stormer, author of “None Dare
Call It Treason,” has joined the Commission

that it has released “Communist Sociol-
ist Propaganda in American Schools,” written
in 1953 by the late Verne P. Kaub and Just
revised by Dr. Donald A. Waite, an assistant
to Rev. Meintire and formerly to Robert
Welch.

American Medical Association

Dr, Milford O. Rouse, new President of
the A. M. A., was once a director of H. L.
unt s Ufe Line Foundation and has been

^tive in the Association of American
ysicians and Surgeons, a group which

interlocks heavily with the John Birch
Society.

Birch Society

Robert Welch announced the addition of
two Council members, the first in three
years. They are Floyd Paxton, president of
Kwik-Lok Corp. and publisher of the
Yakima (Wash.) Eagle, and Dr. Lawrence P.

McDonald, a surgeon from Atlanta.

Catholic Committee for
Anti-Communist Education

The Kansas City Star carried a story
pointing out that 13 members of the Birch
Society have formed the above Committee“ ** JBS films and materials
with local CathoUc leaders.

Constructive Action, Inc.

Backing the distribution of a new, mis-
leading, and malicious anti-poverty program
book, “Pass the Poverty Please,” is Con-
structive Action, Inc. a California non-profit
corporation. The organization has distribu-

ted to college students and others more than
3,800,000 books and publications since

1964. Among its favorite authors are John
Stormer, Phyllis Schlafly, and Dr. F. C.

Schwarz. They have also distributed about
1,400 film-strips.

Illinois Committee
for the Constitution, Inc.

roevS/Midwest reported in No. 33

about the formation of this group and its

bnk to the Biichites. Meanwhile, FOCUS/

Midwest has learned that Julius W. Butler,

president of the Committee, has distributed

to Illinois legislators the book, Victory

Denied,” published by Charles Hallberg, Jr.

The author. Major Arch Roberts, fe^s U. S.

domination by the “U. N. tyranny.

National Education Program

The NEP on the campus of Harding

College at Searcy, Arkansas, has announced

the return of Glenn A. Green as executive

vice president. The college has repcatc y

denied that it is the breeding ground of

extremist literature. Green has held high

positions with the Birch Society an tie

National Right to Wrok Committee. He pro-

duced the film “Communism on the Map.

National Freedom of

Employment Committee

This Committee is lobbying state gov-

ernors in behalf of an amendment to the

Constitution to prohibit what it calls com-

pulsory unionism.” The Committee is a

division of Civic Affairs Association which

has been operated for years from Los

Angeles and Denver by Samuel M. and E. D.

Cavnar. (Another program of this Committee

is “Project Prayer,” which has 3,500,000

members, according to a recent announce-

ment by Pat Boone, who has been active in

that program and in other right-wing activi-

ties, such as H. L. Hunt’s District Speakers.)

National Information Council

on the United Nations
(Missouri Dept.)

The N. I. C. is the Missouri branch of an

(allegedly) national organization, according

This advertisement is not an
offer to seil or a solicita-

tion of an offer to buy these
securities. The offering is

made only by prospectus.

INTEGRATED HOUSING

AS AN INVESTMENT

M-REIT k ^ wwTUaL
mJm REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENT TRUST

Objective: to invest in

income-producing real estate
In good neighborhoods
and offer housing to all.

Free prospectus available to
Individuals and Institutions

Morris Milgram NFM-1
c/o Thomas J. Klutznick
Room 2850, 401 N. Michigan
Chicago, Illinois 6061

1

Name-..

Address

Zip
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to its chairman, John M. Wilson. He claims

that their efforts to take the U. S. out of the

U. N. is supported by many members of the

D. A. R., the Congress of Conservatives, the

National Constitution Party, the Young
Americans for Freedom, and other groups.

The United Nations Information Council of

Missouri (see “Unicom” under “The Right

Wing” in No. 35) is a separate, local group,

although with identical goals.

Publications
The leading rightist publications in 1966

were: Liberty Letter (174,000), The Defen-

der (127,000), National Review (97,000),

Human Events (96,000), Christian Beacon(85.000)

, The Councilor (73,000), Christian

Crusade (71,500), American Opinion(43.000)

, Dan Smoot Report (31,000), The
Cross and the Flag (29,000), The Wanderer(27.000)

, The Citizens (24,000), and New
Guard (21,000).

Stop

A group of Catholic laymen in Milwau-

kee, identifying themselves only as the

Committee for Sanctity, Truth, Obedience
and Penance are protesting contributions to

a Catholic charity allegedly helping the civil

rights movement STOP is sponsored by
Robert L. Poggel, a Birch Society section

leader.

Utilities

“Overcharge,” a new book by Senator
Lee Metcal (D. Mont) and Victor Reinemer,
one of his assistants, documents that many

Looking for a Publisher?

We publish books for the academic and tech-

nical fields that meet the exacting demands

of scholarship. Our special imprint, Exposition-

University, is reserved for deserving works

in the academic field. Here at Exposition

press, we offer a complete publishing service.

Years of experience with texts, scholarly

works, Americana, biographies and other

fields of geric'el interest, enable us to pub-

lish books that are expertly edited, designed

and promoted. High editorial standards and
quality of design and production have won
the respect of libraries, schools, booksellers

and critics. Your Inquiries and manuscripts

are invited.

FREE: fv^o fact-filled brochures containing

a detailed description of our subsidy plan

including s breakdown of contract terms and

typical costs are available on request. Refer-

ences furnished.

Please write Dept 54H

EXPOSITION PRESS, Inc.

386 Park Ave. So., New York 16, N. Y.

Mail a FREE copy of

FOCUS/MIDWEST

to your friends

Dear FOCUS/Midwest:

Please send a sample copy

of FOCUS/Midwest to in-

dividuals listed below, to-

gether with subscription in-

formation. Please mention that

I suggested the sending of

this literature.

Signed:

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip;

across from the
Michael Todd Theatre

luncheon, 11 to 4 p.m.
dinner, 4 to 10 p.m.
late snacks 10 p.i^
to 2 a.m.

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

Chicago's
new and

convenient

DOWNTOWN
MOTOR INN
Closest To All

Conuentlon Centers
|

OVERLOOKING GRANT PARK
Prestige accommodations on Michigan Avenue— facing
Lake Michigan and Grant Park — so close to business,

convention centers, shopping and sightseeing. Ideal for

business men. vacationers or families.

• Heated swimming pool, poolside food

and beverages « Free courtesy car

throughout downtown
• Free parking on premises

• Free wake up coffee

• Free Radio, TV <* Free ice cubes]

Home of famous Bumbershoot’s Restaurant and The
Cave Lounge — entertainment nightly. Sensible rates at

all times. Plan your next trip, or sales meeting now.

PHONE WA 2-2900—TWX: 312-431-1012 Iwrite Dept.|
For reservations— write or phone directly, I 6100
or thru your travel agent or Best Western Motel
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NEW YORK CITY

IS fun from the

Lexington Ave.,

48th to 49th Street

Choice East side location. 1,000

rooms and suites with air-condi>

tioning and TV at reasonable rates

from $9. single, $12. double.

YEAR 'ROUND
OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL

FREE TO GUESTS

AN ESTABLISHMENT PROVIDING
bedrooms, bath. etc., and usually food.
FOR THE ACCOMMODATION OF TRAVELERS.
OUR ETCS. ARE FABULOUS
The first great etc. you notice at Sherman FHouse is where v. e are. Right
smack in one of the most exciting places in the world—ever-changing
owntown Chicago. Then there are etcs. like our Well-Of-The-Sea, world

renowned sea-food restaurant . . . College Inn, America's first supper
^ . . . Celtic Room, meeting place of politicians and celebrities . . . 1500
rooms and suites from $9.00, etc. But so much more than just a ho-telf

house
Only Drive-in Hotel—Randolph. Clark, LaSalle

S. Kaufman, President and Managing Director
Of reservations: 312/FR 2-2100 TWX 312/222-0631

utilities are helping to finance riglitist activi-

ties.

The Wackenhut Corporation

The Wackenhut Corp. has expanded its

operations in StLouis and is propagandizing

businessmen with a series of pamphlets on

“Communism and You” which pursue a

Birchite line. The Corp. - formed in 1954 -

provides guards and screens prospective em-

ployees from a central file of more than

2,500,000 names with 10,000 added each

week. The Company has 4,033 employees.

Its directors include Ralph E. Davis, a Birch

Society leader. The Company also has a sub-

sidiary, Wackenhut Services, Inc., which has

multi-million dollar contracts with some of

the largest federal agencies for plant protec-

tion, including NASA, AEC, FAA, and VA.
The NASA contract alone is for $4,250,000.

Directly or indirectly, the government paid

38% of Wackenhut’s earnings in 1965.

SHELTON
TOWERS

HOTEL

KEN BENDER
BUICK - PONTIAC, INC.

2311 First Capitol Drive

at Interstate 70 and Hwy. 94

St. Charles, Mo.
Transportation Center of the Midwest

PE. 9-0223

SHELTON TOWERS
HOTEL

We'll tell you why:
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